
Collection 2024
Turn the outdoors into your outdoors.

From drawing 
board to backyard.

Sun, wind, rain and 
seasons.

Life Outdoor 
Living.

Furniture series that 
match your outdoor living, 
perfectly tailored to you, 
giving space to all your 
moments.

Outdoors requires robust 
and resistant and we 
combine that with 
distinctive design and 
smart comfort.

Discover with Life Outdoor 
Living how special outdoor 
living can be.
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Look, living does not stop at the back door. In fact, it actually 
starts there. Because outdoors, you really come to yourself. 
If you put the right attention and craftsmanship into it. We 
design your connection with the outdoors. From drawing 
board to backyard. Furniture series that match your 
outdoor living. Perfectly tailored for you. So that all your 
beautiful moments are given space. You have sun, wind, 
rain and seasons. Outside requires robust and durable. And 
we combine that with distinctive design and smart comfort. 
Discover with Life Outdoor Living how special outdoor living 
can be.

Life Outdoor Living.
Turn the outdoors into your outdoors.
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One thing we are really proud of is Life’s Mix 
& Match concept. We offer different frame, 
cushion and tabletop options for a lot of 
furniture. We will gladly explain them to you.

All-weather cushions (developed by Life) 
can stay outside all year round. These 
cushions are made of high-quality synthetic 
products. When it rains, water seeps 
through the cushion cover and through the 
inner foam. By pressing on the cushion or 
laying the cushions on their side, they are 
dry in a relatively short time. Our All weather 
cushions are available in three different 
colours.

Soltex cushions feel more natural and 
slightly softer than All weather cushions, 
are strong and are easy to maintain. Soltex 
cushions can be left outside throughout 
the spring and summer seasons, but are 
best stored indoors for the rest of the year. 
Our Soltex cushions are available in five 

Cushion colours and materials

different colours, including the new cushion 
colour Dune.

Comforma cushions can stay sheltered 
outdoors all season. The fabric feels like 
an interior fabric, but has properties that 
allow them to stay outside in all weather 
conditions. This is because they are treated 
with a Scotchguard layer. However, we do 
recommend storing these cushions inside 
in prolonged rain. Comforma cushions are 
ideal for under a veranda or canopy. Our 
Comforma cushions are available in two 
different colours.

Mix & Match: 
the materials of

Carbon

BeigeMist Grey

All
weather

Soltex

Comforma

Khaki

Basalt

Olive GreenGraphite

Moss Green

Steel

Dune
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Life Outdoor Living has a wide range of 
aluminium garden furniture. The reason 
why most of the Life collection is made 
of this material is because it is very 
suitable for outdoor use. Aluminium is 
rust-proof, lightweight, UV-resistant, 

Polywood is made of a very strong 
type of plastic called polystyrene. This 
material is easy-care, lightweight, 
weatherproof and treated against UV 
radiation.

Ceramic is the collective term for all 
objects made of fired clay. Ceramic has 
the look and feel of natural stone and is 
easy to combine with other materials. 
Our ceramic tops consist of a few thin 
layers of ceramic glued onto a sheet of 
safety glass. We do this to give the tops 
extra strength, with the ability to bend it 
slightly without cracking.

Advantages of ceramics:
•  Low-maintenance
• Acid-resistant
• Extra strong due to combination 
with hardened glass

Advantages of teak:
• Does not splinter
• Minimal action
• Heat absorbing
• SVLK of FSC® approved
• Contains natural oils

Voordelen polywood:
• Does not fade
• Minimal impact
• Easy to maintain

colourfast and very easy to maintain. 
We work with three basic frame colours, 
making it easy to combine different 
types of furniture.

Teak is a hardwood species that lends 
itself perfectly to the manufacture of 
outdoor furniture. For all our wooden 
products, we only use certified teak, the 
SVLK quality mark or FSC® quality mark. 
Normally, teak is a light brown wood that 
turns a beautiful platinum-grey as the 
weather progresses.

Frames

Table tops

Sapphire Blue

Concrete look

Sandstone

Stone Grey

Nero

Black

Oyster

GreyRobust
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Did you know that at Life, everything is tailored to 
your personal requirements? As the only garden 
furniture specialist that manages the entire process 
from design to delivery, we create, produce, sell, 
and install all our products ourselves. This unique 
approach allows us to present a distinctive collection 
of the highest quality, opening a world of limitless 
possibilities for outdoor enthusiasts. 

For instance, if you’re particularly fond of a certain 
lounge set but would prefer to see it paired with a 
different coffee or side table, that’s no issue with us. 
A large portion of our lounge sets are designed to 
be combined, allowing you to assemble the lounge 
set entirely to your own taste. Whether you opt for 
a spacious family sofa or a cosy loveseat, we offer 
three different cushion materials and no fewer than 
ten cushion colours, all at no extra cost. This way, 
we always find the perfect combination that suits 
your style and preferences. At Life, your personal 
experience is at the forefront. We look forward to 
working with you to create your ideal outdoor space! 

Lounge
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Discover the Lima lounge: a luxurious set 
with organic design in our collection. This set 
exudes luxury through the use of a special 
material called RuCore, a rubber foam core 
wrapped with rope.

Lima lounge

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Robust

Soltex

Graphite
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This not only provides a striking thickness, 
but also prevents water from soaking the 
rope. The backrests of the Lima lounge set 
are made of extra thick rope. The lounge 
cushions with button detail are unique to 
this set and add a subtle, sophisticated 
touch. 

Whether you’re enjoying a relaxing afternoon 
by yourself or socialising with friends, the 
Lima lounge set offers a place of ultimate 
comfort and elegance. Add a touch of 
exclusive luxury to your outdoor space. 
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Lima lounge

Individual elements

2,5-seater 
bench
1469,-
L178 x D88 x H76 cm

Footstool

349,-
L69 x D69 x H28 cm

Chair

779,-
L88 x D88 x H76 cm

Texas coffee table
Ø90 x H50 cm 629,-  
Ø120 x H45 cm 849,-

Ø150 x H40 cm 969,-

Ronda coffee table
Teak
Ø60 x H50 cm 329,-  
Ø90 x H45 cm 419,-
Ø120 x H40 cm 729,-

Ronda coffee table
Ceramic
Ø60 x H50 cm 329,-  
Ø90 x H45 cm 419,-
Ø120 x H40 cm 729,-

Moon coffee table 
high
249,50
Ø50 x H55 cm

Moon coffee table 
low 
209,50
ø 50 x H45 cm
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Cushion colour3

1 Frame colours

Soltex

Table tops2

Concrete look NeroStonegreySapphire blue OysterSandstone

Aluminium/RuCore

Teak

Lava LavaCoral Black

Ceramic

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Graphite

Grey Robust
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Discover the Urban lounge set, specially 
designed by us with the urban garden in mind. 
This compactly designed set fits perfectly into 
cosy outdoor spaces, such as a narrow city 
garden, a balcony or a canopy. 

Urban lounge

Beige

Aluminium Teak

Robust

Soltex Mix & 
Match

Dune
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With its slightly higher seat height, the Urban 
lounge feels active, but with the backrest at the 
right angle, you can effortlessly lean back and 
enjoy the fresh outdoor air in complete relaxation. 

The accompanying cushions are flexible, making 
them easy and compact to store, but still provide 
comfort when you use them. Even without 
cushions, this set offers exceptional comfort, 
thanks to the wire work in the seat. This makes 
the lounge perfect for a relaxing cup of morning 
coffee without having to get out the cushions 
right away. Transform your urban garden into an 
oasis of comfort and style. 
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Urban lounge

Individual elements

2-seater bench
Aluminium  1070,-
Aluminium/Rucore  
1190,-

L161,9 x D91,5 x H81,8 cm

Moon coffee 
table high
249,50
Ø50 x H55 cm

Chair
Aluminium  465,-
Aluminium/Rucore  
525,-
Teak 585,-

L91,8 x D71,5 x H81,8 cm

Moon coffee 
table low
209,50
Ø50 x H45 cm
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1 Frame colours

Table tops2

Aluminium

Aluminium/RuCore

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Cushion colours3

Comforma 

Soltex

Basalt Steel

DuneOlive Green

BeigeLava Coral

Beige Beige

Robust

Teak
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At Life, we strive to make great outdoor living 
accessible to everyone, regardless of the size 
or location of your outdoor space

Ibiza lounge

White

Aluminium Soltex

Mist Grey
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The Ibiza lounge set is available in several 
configurations, so there is sure to be one that 
fits your outdoor space. The Ibiza is made 
of aluminium, a high-quality material that 
requires little care. We understand that not 
everyone has the time to use maintenance 
products. The occasional refreshing spray 
from the garden hose is therefore enough 
to keep our aluminium sets looking good. 
With its sleek design and durable materials, 
the Ibiza lounge set exudes Life’s core values. 
Whether you have a compact balcony or a 
large garden, this set will fit perfectly in your 
outdoor space. Choose comfort and style 
with the Ibiza lounge set, and enjoy carefree 
relaxation in the fresh outdoors.
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Ibiza lounge

Individual elements

2,5-seater 
bench
949,-
L222 x D87,5 x H69 cm

Half footstool
229,-
L77,5 x D40 x H28cm

Corner
560,-
L87,5 x D87,5 x H69 cm

Extension
449,-
L77,5 x D87,5 x H69 cm

Open bench left 
with table
890,-
L188,5 x D87,5 x H69 cm

Bench left 
with high arm
890,-
L165 x D87,5 x H69 cm

Open bench 
right with table
890,-
L188,5 x D87,5 x H69 cm

Bench right 
with high arm
890,-
L165 x D87,5 x H69 cm

Laos relax chair

239,-
L73,5 x D79,5 x H79,5 cm

Coffee table 
square
219,-
L84,5 x D84,5 cm

Blixum coffee 
table high
119
ø 45 x H54,5 cm

Coffee table 
rectangle
299,-
L127 x B70 cm

Blixum coffee 
table low
109
ø 60 x H38,5 cm

Coffee table
small
229,-
L101,5 x B40 cm
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Aluminium

Cushion colour2

1 Frame colours

Soltex

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

White

Mist Grey

Lava
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The beige wicker, sturdy aluminium frame and 
weather-resistant Soltex upholstery give the 
Bodi lounge a modern and timeless look.

Bodi lounge

White

Aluminium Soltex

Beige
Mix & 

Match
22



Turn your garden into an oasis of peace and 
relaxation with the Bodi lounge. This compact set 
fits perfectly in any city garden. The materials are 
also low-maintenance. Less maintenance means 
you have more time to relax. This set can easily 
be extended with lounge chairs, allowing you 
to enjoy the sun and nature together with your 
friends and family. Our Bodi range also includes 
a beautiful daybed, perfect for a lazy afternoon 
in the garden.
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Bodi lounge

Individual elements

Open bench left
970,-
L175,1 x D81 x H66,5 cm

Open bench
970,-
L175,1 x D81 x H66,5 cm

Chaise left
970,-
L175,1 x D81 x H66,5 cm

Chaise right
970,-
L175,1 x D81 x H66,5 cm

Chair
629,-
L102 x D87 x H66,5 cm

Daybed
1599,-
L207 x D118 x H85,5 cm

Moon coffee table 
high
159,50
Ø50 x H55 cm

Moon coffee table 
low 
189,50
Ø50 x H45 cm
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Aluminium
1 Frame colour + cushion colour

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

White Beige
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Discover the Pull-over lounge, awarded the 
Red Dot Award 2023, one of the world’s most 
esteemed design competitions. This set is 
praised for its modern design, luxurious look 
and innovative craftsmanship. 

Pull-over lounge

Lava

Aluminium Soltex

Moss green

Bamboo Mix & Match26



Quae pa volorro doloriberro.

With this lounge set, we have taken our first step in 
using bamboo, a material that is environmentally 
friendly and sustainable. Perfect for garden 
furniture! The combination of a sturdy aluminium 
frame and sophisticated bamboo finish makes 
the Pull-over lounge a beautiful and unique piece 
of garden furniture. It is a piece of furniture that 
is not only functional, but also an eye-catcher in 
your outdoor space.
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Pull-over lounge

Individual elements

Open bench left 
with table
1160,-
L179 x D94,5 x H74 cm

Chaise left with 
table
1310,-
L200,5 x D94,5 x H74 cm

Extension

470,-
L94,5 x D77,5 x H74 cm

Open bench 
right with table
1160,-
L179 x D94,5 x H74 cm

Chaise right with 
table
1310,-
L200,5 x D94,5 x H74 cm

Corner

720,-
L94,5 x D94,5 x H74 cm

Coffee table 
high
539,-
L80 x D80 x H41 cm

Siësta relax 
chair
349,-
L77,5 x D83 x H74 cm
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1 Frame colours

Table top2

Aluminium

Cushion colours3

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

BeigeLava

Robust

Bamboo

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet
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The Soho lounge set is one of our favorites and 
is available in a variety of configurations, so 
one will always fit your outdoor space.

Soho lounge

Lava

Aluminium Soltex

GraphiteRobust

Teak Mix & 
Match
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The lounge set is timelessly designed, 
suitable for any garden and family 
composition. The combination of aluminium 
and teak or polywood is stylish, warm and 
perfect for outdoor living, because it requires 
little maintenance. Thanks to the durable 
materials, you’ll enjoy years of comfort and 
style in your own outdoor paradise. Whether 
you opt for an intimate corner setup or a 
spacious lounge set with side tables, the Soho 
lounge adapts to your needs and available 
space. So you can create a place where you 
embrace every moment of the outdoors.
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Soho lounge

Individual elements

Bench left+arm

Polywood 995,-
Teak 1070,-
L163 x D90 x H72 cm

Bench left+table

Polywood 995,-
Teak 1070,-
L180 x D90 x H72 cm

Bench right+arm

Polywood 995,-
Teak 1070,-
L163 x D90 x H72 cm

Bench right+table

Polywood 995,-
Teak 1070,-
L180 x D90 x H72 cm

Chaise left

Polywood 995,-
Teak 1070,-
L192,5 x D90 x H72 cm

Chaise right

Polywood 995,-
Teak 1070,-
L192,5 x D90 x H72 cm

Bench+arm

Polywood 1050,-
Teak 1090,-
L192,5 x D90 x H72 cm

Bank+sidetables

Polywood 995,-
Teak 1095,-
L205 x D90 x H72 cm

Double 

footstool
545,-
L155 x D77,5 x H38 cm

Gili coffee table

Polywood 175,-
Teak 190-
L33 x D33 x H31 cm

Gili coffee table

Polywood 90,-
Teak 100,-
L33 x D33 x H51 cm

Gili coffee table

Polywood 105,-
Teak 115,-
L33 x D33 x H41 cm

Gili coffee table

Polywood 79,-
Teak 89,-
L59 x D59 x H31 cm

Felix 

relax chair
275,-
L58 x D92 x H88 cm

Bondi 

relax chair
275,-
L86 x D66 x H92 cm

Urban 

relax chair
Aluminium 465,-
Teak 585,-
L64 x D58,5 x H86,5 cm

Coffee table

Polywood 359,-
Teak 409,-
L81,5 x D41 x H38 cm

Coffee table

Polywood 479,-
Teak 529,-
L118 x D81,5 x H38 cm

Inbetween

Polywood 219,-
Teak 219,-
L61 x D33,5 x H38 cm

Pull over

Aluminium 225,-
Teak 279,-
L97,5 x D88,5 x H46 cm

Coffee table

Polywood 449,-
Teak 499,-
L81,5 x D81,5 x H38 cm

Coffee table

Polywood 549,-
Teak 599,-
L108,3 x D72 x H43,5 cm

Chair

Polywood 595,-
Teak 635,-
L93,7 x D90 x H72 cm

Corner

460,-
L90 x D90 x H72 cm

Extension

375-
L77,5 x D90 x H72 cm

Double 

Extension
750,-
L157 x D79,5 x H38 cm

Half footstool

199,-
L77,5 x D38,5 x H38 cm

Footstool

279,-
L77,5 x D77,5 x H38 cm
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1 Frame colours

Table tops2

Robust Black

Aluminium/Teak Aluminium/polywood

Teak Polywood

Cushion colours3

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava LavaRobust BlackBeige RobustWhite Robust

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet
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Looking for a nice place to plop down after a 
long day, surrounded by the outdoors? Meet 
our Edge lounge set: where sleek modern 
design goes hand in hand with luxurious 
appeal.

Edge lounge

Lava

Aluminium Soltex

Olive GreenRobust

Teak Mix & Match34



The aluminium frame melds perfectly with 
the side table, available in different materials. 
Be embraced by the thick, comfortable 
cushions, and relax! Life lounge cushions are 
not only comfortable, but with three different 
materials to choose from, there is always 
a cushion that matches your preference. 
Forgot to check the weather report when 
you left? Or nowhere to store your cushions 
during the autumn seasons? With Life, you 
don’t have to store your cushions every time 
it rains - now that’s carefree enjoyment!
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Edge lounge

Individual elements

Open bench left 
with table
1460,-
L194 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Bench left
with cushion
1290-
L194 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Chaise left 
with table
1925,-
L210 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Open bench 
right with table
1460,-
L194 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Bench right
with cushion
1290,-
L194 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Chaise right 
with table
1925,-
L210 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Chaise left
with cushion
1745-
L210 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Chaise right
with cushion
1745,-
L210 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Corner

930,-
L93,5 xD93,5 x H77 cm

Extension

690,-
L77,5 x D93,5 x H77 cm

Coffee table

779,-
L100 x D100 x H35 cm

Mono footstool

299,-
L57 x D52 x H44 cm

Footstool

399,-

L77,5 x D77,5 x H77 cm

Coffee table

949,-
L140 x D75 x 29 cm

Armrest cushion 
with weight
130,-
L20 x D65 x H24 cm

Gili coffee table

105,-
L33 x D33 x H31 cm

Gili coffee table

130,-
L33 x D33 x  H51 cm

Gili coffee table

115,-
L33 x D33 x H41 cm

Maroon 
relax chair
349,-
L88 x D66,5 x H86 cm
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1 Frame colours

Table tops2

Aluminium

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Cushion colours3

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

WhiteLava

Robust Grey Concrete look

Teak Ceramic
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Meet our Fitz Roy lounge set: a spacious, 
comfortable and beautiful outdoor seating 
area. Whether you want to enjoy a good book, 
cosy conversation or just relax, this set is ready 
for anything. 

Fitz Roy lounge

Lava

Aluminium Comforma

BasaltRobust

Teak Mix & Match38



Quae pa volorro doloriberro.

With its generous dimensions, the Fitz Roy 
lounge offers plenty of room to enjoy the 
fresh outdoors with friends and family. Our 
thick cushions invite hours of comfortable 
seating, so you can enjoy the outdoors. A 
stylish and comfortable addition to your 
outdoor space that you will enjoy for years 
to come.
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Soltex

Mist Grey

Mix & Match

White

Aluminium40
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Fitz Roy lounge

Individual elements

Bench left+arm
Aluminium 
1950,-
L233 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Bench left+table
Aluminium 1870,-
Teak 2460,-
L233 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Bench right+arm
Aluminium 
1950,-
L233 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Bench right+table
Aluminium 1870,-
Teak 2460,-
L233 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Chaise left
Aluminium 2050,-
Teak 2760,-
L253 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Chaise right
Aluminium 2050,-
Teak 2760,-
L253 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Bench with tables
Aluminium 2150,-
Teak 2820,-
L273 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Corner
Aluminium 1290,-
Teak 1380,-
L109,5 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Coffee table 
with platform 
Aluminium 799,-
Teak 1079
L120 x D61 x H45 cm

Chair/Extension
Aluminium 990,-
Teak 1330,-
L83 x D109,5 x H73,5 cm

Oslo 
coffee table
Ø60 419,-  
Ø90 479,-
Ø120 779,-

Footstool
Aluminium 780,-
Teak 849,-
L83 x D83 x H39,5 cm

Coffee table
Aluminium 479,-
Teak 719,-
L83 x D83 x H23,5 cm

Coffee table
Aluminium 719,-
Teak 899,-
L140 x D82 x H23,5 cm

Sidetable
Fitz Roy 299,-
Nevada 299,-
L60 x D30 x H41 cm

Pull-over
Aluminium 225,-
Teak 279,-
L00 x D00 x H00 cm

Cabinet

629,-
L120 x D40,5 x H65 cm

Legend 
relax chair
999,-
L97 x D75 x H75 cm

Laguna 
relax chair
629,-
L70 x D94 x H85 cm

Flexible 
serving tray
80,50,-
L96,5 x D42 x H4,5 cm
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1 Frame colours
Aluminium/Teak Aluminium

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava LavaBeige WhiteRobust BlackRobust Matt Grey
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The Block lounge is unique, modern and 
comfortable. The lounge set comes with deep 
seats that slope backwards, which ensures 
high seating comfort. The set is available in 
aluminium and teak.

Block lounge

White

Aluminium Soltex

Olive Green
Mix & 

Match
44



The Block lounge has been a member of our 
garden furniture family for years, and that’s no 
surprise. The Block lounge has a timeless design, 
thanks to the clean lines of its frame. It is not only 
attractive, but it has sturdy construction that can 
withstand the elements: sun, weather and wind. 
The Block lounge is truly an investment in long-term 
outdoor comfort. What makes all our lounge sets 
special are our wonderfully thick lounge cushions. 
Life lounge cushions are not only comfortable, but 
with three different materials to choose from, there 
is always a cushion that matches your needs. 
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Block lounge

Individual elements

2,5-seater 
bench
Aluminium 1179,-
Teak 1579,-
L175,5 x D101 x H72,5 cm

Concept 
coffee table
479,-
L140 x D75 x H45 cm

Donna 
footstool

229,-
L40 x D83 x H42 cm

Footstool

Aluminium 239,-
Teak 299,-
L69 x B69 x H40 cm

Block teak
coffee table 

Teak 579,-
L140 x D80 x H41 cm

Nisa 
coffee table

769,-
L108,5 x D100 x H40 cm

Nisa 
coffee table

979,-
L140 x B83,5 x H40 cm

Chair

Aluminium 589,-
Teak 779,-
L81 x D101 x H72,5 cm
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Cushion colours3

1 Frame colours

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Table tops2

Concrete look NeroStonegreySapphire blue OysterSandstone

Aluminium

Teak

Teak

Lava White Nature

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Ceramic

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Frame colour + Table top

Grey Robust

Nature
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Looking for the perfect poolside set? Then the 
Astor lounge is for you! This lounge serves 
perfectly as a daybed and is easy to move 
around thanks to the wheels at the bottom.

Astor lounge

White

Aluminium Soltex

Mist Grey
Mix & 

Match
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Discover the Astor lounge set, where ultimate 
relaxation is key. With its angled seat, this set offers 
an ideal place to sit back and relax. Designed 
specifically with the pool in mind, the Astor lounge 
set even features convenient wheels that allow 
you to move the set effortlessly. The set consists 
of an open bench and a wide footstool, making 
it easy to create a daybed setup. This makes the 
lounge set the perfect place to sunbathe and 
enjoy a refreshing dip. Whether you’re spending 
a relaxing afternoon alone or socialising with 
a friend, the Astor lounge set provides the ideal 
setting. Choose this lounge set and add a touch 
of luxury and comfort to your outdoor space. 
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Astor lounge

Individual elements

2,5-seater
bench
1599,-
L193 x D99 x H75,2 cm

Footstool/
coffee table
929,-
L193 x D78 x H75,2 cm
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Aluminium

Cushion colours2

1 Frame colour

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

White

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green
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With a sturdy aluminium frame and raised 
backrest, the Laguna lounge set offers comfort 
for hours of relaxation. Whether you’re meeting 
with friends or just want to enjoy the outdoors 
quietly, this set provides the perfect seating 
area.

Laguna aluminium lounge

White

Aluminium Soltex

Beige
Mix & 

Match
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Nature

Teak Soltex

Dune
Mix & 

Match

Also available 
in our newest 
frame colour:
nature teak.
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With a natural teak frame and a raised 
backrest, the Laguna lounge set offers 
comfort for hours of relaxation. Whether you 
have a nice conversation with friends or just 
want to enjoy the outdoors, this set provides 
the perfect seating spot.
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Laguna lounge

Individual elements

3-seater bench
Aluminium 
1549,-
Teak     
1699,-
L185 x D94 x H85 cm

2-seater bench
Aluminium 
1119,-
L128 x D94 x H85 cm

Chair
Aluminium 
629,-
Teak 
689,-
L70 x D94 x H85 cm

Footstool
Aluminium 
209,-
L68 x D45 x H42 cm

Tete-a-tete
Aluminium 
959,-
L157 x D94 x H85 cm

Enkel in Lava 
aluminium mogelijk.

Oslo 
coffee table
Ø60 419,-  
Ø90 549,-
Ø120 849,-

Bali 
coffee table
Ø60 549,-  
Ø90 649,-

Zeb coffee 
table
L140 x B75 749,-  

Zeb coffee table
square
L190 x B90 579,-  
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Cushion colours3

1 Frame colours

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Table tops2

Concrete look Nero GreyStonegrey RobustSapphire blue OysterSandstone

Aluminium

Teak

Teak

Lava White Beige Nature

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Ceramic

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet
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Discover our Orleans lounge set: a paragon 
of simple and timeless design that blends 
seamlessly with almost any garden style.

Orleans lounge

Beige

Aluminium Soltex

Beige
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With its sleek aluminium frame, this set adds 
subtle elegance to your outdoor space. 
Moreover, the Orleans lounge set offers extra 
comfort thanks to the armrests provided. 
Whether relaxing with a good book or 
enjoying socialising with friends and family, 
this set creates the perfect setting.
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Orleans lounge

Individual elements

Bench left
with arm
720,-
L166 x D84 x H77 cm

Corner
520,-
L82 x D82 x H77 cm

2,5-seater 
bench
949,-
L172 x D84 x H77 cm

Bench right
with arm
720,-
L166 x D84 x H77 cm

Chair
479,-
L84 x D76 x H77 cm

Coffee table
square
549,-
L123 x D123 x 67,2 cm

Coffee table
rectangle
419,-
L130 x D70 x H66,6 cm

Breeze footstool
129,-
L45 x D45 x H45 cm
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Cushion colours3

Soltex

Mist Grey Beige

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/Soltex

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Lava Beige WhiteMist Grey Beige Mist Grey

Table tops2

Lava WhiteBeige

Aluminium
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The Timber lounge is one of our most versatile 
lounge sets. With its wide range of options, you 
can always put together a suitable one for any 
garden.

Timber lounge

Lava

Aluminium All Weather

Moss green
Mix & 

Match
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Quae pa volorro doloriberro.

The perfect combination of design and comfort: 
that’s the Timber lounge set. We designed the 
furniture in this series with a high backrest for 
extra back support. Incredibly comfortable, in 
other words! Whether you want to spend a quiet 
morning with a good book or a convivial evening 
with friends, the Timber lounge set provides the 
ideal setting. Let yourself be embraced by the 
thick, comfortable cushions, and relax!
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Nature

Teak Soltex

Dune
Mix & 

Match
64
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Timber lounge

Individual elements

3-seater bench
Aluminium 1499,-

L202 x D90 x H72,5 cm

2-seater bench
Aluminium 1249,-

L138 x D90 x H72,5 cm

2,5-seater bench
Aluminium 1299,-
Teak 1669-
L172 x D90 x H72,5 cm

Bench left+arm
Aluminium 910,-
Teak 1150,-
L131,5 x D90 x H72,5 cm

Bench right+arm

Aluminium 910,-
Teak 1150,-
L131,5 x D90 x H72,5 cm  

Bench left
high arm
Aluminium 1090-
L143 x D90 x H72,5 cm

Bench right
high arm
Aluminium 1090,-
L143 x D90 x H72,5 cm

Chaise left

Aluminium 1020,-
L76,5 x D176,5 x H72,5 cm

Half footstool
Aluminium 249,-
L69 x D35 x H41 cm

Concept coffee
table
L140 x D75 x H45 479,-

L90 x D90 x H45 349,-

Inbetween
Aluminium 139,-
Teak 155,-
L20 x D70 x H38 cm

Timber coffee 
table high
689,-
L150 x D90 x H74,5 cm

Zeb coffee 
table
749,-
L140 x D75

Pull-over
Aluminium 225,-
Teak 279,-
L97,5 x D88,5 x H46 cm

Timber coffee 
table high
549,-
L140 x D75 x H66 cm

Chaise right
Aluminium 1020,-
L76,5 x D176,5 x H72,5 cm

Chair
Aluminium 910,-
Teak 1150,-
L90 x D74,5 x H72,5 cm

Corner
Aluminium 590,-
Teak 780,-
L87,4 x D87,4 x H72 cm

Comfort corner
Aluminium 949,-
L163 x D90 x H72 cm

Extension
Aluminium 430,-
Teak 590,-
L63 x D90 x H72,5 cm

Footstool
Aluminium 329,-
Teak 369,-
L69 x D69 x H41 cm

Breeze footstool

129,-
L44 x D45 x H45 cm

Timber coffee 
table high teak
779,-
L140 x D75 x H66 cm

Zeb coffee 
table
579,-
L90 x D90
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Cushion colours3

1 Frame colours

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Table tops2

Concrete look Nero GreyStonegrey RobustSapphire blue OysterSandstone

Aluminium

Teak

Teak

Lava White Nature

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Ceramic

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet
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Discover the Mios lounge set, a paragon of 
simplicity and modernity without unnecessary 
frills.This set exudes timeless beauty through its 
simple yet beautiful design.

Mios lounge

White

Aluminium Soltex

Mist Grey
Mix & 

Match
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What makes the Mios lounge set unique in our 
collection is the backrest with vertical slats in 
the frame. This subtle detail adds a playful 
touch to the lounge’s clean and minimalist 
design. With its clean lines and understated 
elegance, the Mios lounge set fits perfectly 
into any outdoor space. Whether you spend 
a quiet afternoon alone or socialize with 
friends and family, this set provides the ideal 
setting. 
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Mios lounge

Individual elements

Bench left
with arm
1090,-
L168 x D88 x H92 cm

Corner
660,-
L87,5 x D87,5 x H92 cm

2,5-seater
bench
1250,-
L176 x D88 x H92 cm

Bench right
with arm
1090,-
L168 x D88 x H92 cm

Chair
629,-
L85 x D88 x H92 cm

Mios 
coffee table
1349,-
L140 x B140 cm

* Available tabletops

Primavera 
footstool
199,-
L50 x D44,5 x H43 cm

Breeze footstool
129,-
L45 x D45 x H45 cm

Timber coffee 
table high
689,-
L150 x D90 x H74,5 cm

Timber coffee 
table high
549,-
L140 x D75 x H66 cm
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Cushion colours3

1 Frame colours

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Table tops2

Concrete look Nero GreyStonegrey RobustSapphire blue OysterSandstone

Aluminium

Teak

Lava White

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Ceramic

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet
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Discover the Beluga lounge set, a contemporary 
addition to your outdoor space. This modern set is 
distinguished by its elegant sled-base design, which 
adds a stylish touch to the ensemble.

Beluga lounge

Lava

Aluminium Soltex

Mist Grey
Mix & 

Match
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What makes the Beluga lounge set really special 
is the sloping backrest. This subtle detail creates 
an extra relaxed seating position, allowing you 
to fully enjoy your time outdoors. Whether you’re 
reading a good book, having a nice conversation 
or just want to relax, the Beluga lounge set 
provides the perfect spot. Create an outdoor 
space where comfort meets modern design. 
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Beluga lounge

Individual elements

Open bench 
left
1310,-
L167,8 x D100,9 x H78 cm

Breeze footstool
129,-
L45 x D45 x H45 cm

Corner
1020,-
L98 x D98 x H78 cm

Extension
660,-
L97,8 x D69 x H78 cm

Chair
649,-
L100,7 x D84,5 x H78 cm

Coffee table high
979,-
L110 x D81,5 x H50 cm

Open bench 
right
1310,-
L167,8 x D100,9 x H78 cm

Enclosure 5L
145,-
L40 x B40 x H50 cm

Enclosure 10L
155,-
L40 x B40 x H60 cm
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Aluminium

Cushion colours2

1 Frame colour

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Lava

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green
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The perfect combination of design and 
comfort: that’s the Montana lounge set. We 
designed the furniture in this series with a high 
backrest for extra comfort. 

Montana lounge

Lava

Aluminium Comforma

BasaltRobust

Teak Adjustable76



Quae pa volorro doloriberro.

Whether you want to spend a quiet 
morning with a good book or a convivial 
evening with friends, the Montana lounge 
set provides the ideal setting for lounging. 
The lounge set has a sturdy aluminium 
frame with beautiful teak details on the 
armrests. The combination of high-quality 
materials and well thought-out design 
makes this set ideal for all your outdoor 
moments. Invest in comfort and style for 
years of enjoyment in your outdoor space. 
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Montana lounge

Individual elements

Bench left
with arm
1410,-
L168 x D91,5 x H88 cm

Corner
829,-
L88 x D91,5 x H88 cm

Mellow 
footstool
199,-
Ø55 x H50 cm

Mellow 
footstool
429,-
Ø90 x H42 cm

2,5-seater
1790,-
L176 x D91,5 x H88 cm

Bench right
with arm
1410,-
L168 x D91,5 x H88 cm

Chair
870,-
L85 x D91,5 x H88 cm

Coffee table 
high teak 
1129,-
L144 x D144 x H67 cm

Extension
749,-
L88 x D91,5 x H88 cm

Half footstool
219,-
L35 x D73 x H43 cm

Coffee table 
highteak 
819,-
L144 x D80 x H67 cm

Luka coffee
table square
1499,-
L130 x B130 cm

Luka coffee
table
899,-
L140 x B75 cm

Coffee table 
Zeb square
749,-
L140 x D75

Coffee table 
Zeb
579,-
L90 x D90
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Cushion colours3

1 Frame colours

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Table tops2

Concrete look Nero GreyStonegrey RobustSapphire blue OysterSandstone

Aluminium

Teak

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Ceramic

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Lava Robust Beige Robust
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The Nevada lounge set is an imposing addition 
to your outdoor space. With its rugged 
aluminium frames and a sturdy coffee table, 
this set exudes robustness. 

Nevada lounge

Lava

Aluminium Soltex

BeigeRobust

Teak Mix & Match80



The lounge’s thick, comfortable cushions 
invite you to relax. Whether you’re enjoying 
a sunny afternoon or a cosy evening with 
friends, this lounge set provides the perfect 
setting to relax for hours. The natural 
materials of the lounge set bring you a 
little closer to nature. Get inspired by the 
possibilities and create an outdoor space 
you can enjoy all year round.
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Nevada lounge

Individual elements

Bench left
1970,-
L212 x D102,5 x H71,5 cm

Corner
990,-
L102,5 x D102,5 x H71,5 cm

Fitz Roy 
sidetable
Aluminium 299,-
L60 x D30 x H41 cm

Nevada
sidetable
Teak 299,-
L60 x D30 x H41 cm

Footstool
539,-
L83 x D83 x H45 cm

Bench right
1970,-
L212 x D102,5 x H71,5 cm

Extension
780,-
L102,5 x D83 x H71,5 cm

Coffee table
1199,-
L110 x D110 x H36 cm

Mellow footstool
249,-
Ø55 x H50 cm

Mellow footstool
429,-
Ø90 x H42 cm

Coffee table
1699,-
L140 x D140 x H36 cm

Rimo 
serving tray
Teak 49,50,-
L71,5 x D20 x H11 cm

Delta 
serving tray
Aluminium 
69,50,-
L64 x D64 x H9 cm
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Cushion colours3

1 Frame colours

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Table top2

Robust

Aluminium

Teak

Lava White

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet
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At Life, it’s all about crafting a dining set that perfectly 
aligns with your personal taste. Our collection stands 
out with a unique mix-and-match principle, enabling 
you to freely combine materials and colors to suit 
your desires. Picture this: you discover an exquisite 
dining table in one of our series, but you want to 
combine it with garden chairs from a different line. 
No worries! With our extensive range of colors and 
materials, you’re guaranteed to find a combination 
that flawlessly aligns with your preferences. 

This approach allows you to effortlessly assemble 
your ideal dining set, whether for unwinding with a 
good book or enjoying a peaceful cup of coffee. The 
real celebration begins when you dine in your garden, 
whether it’s a relaxed meal or a cosy gathering with 
friends and family. At Life, our goal is to personalize 
your outdoor experience, ensuring each dining set 
mirrors your unique style and comfort.

Dining
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Our Sling chairs are perfect for outdoor living: 
The textilene of the seat is also called All 
weather because it is weatherproof. So you 
can quickly enjoy the first rays of the sun after 
a summer rain.

Sling dining chairs

Soho
dining 
chair
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For all our dining chairs, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Zita
dining 
chair

Lucy
dining 
chair
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Rope is back in style. The different weaves of 
the rope give each chair an unique design. 
With the introduction of RuCore which dries 
quickly after a heavy rain, these chairs are 
ideal for outdoor living.

Rope dining chairs

Vienna
dining 
chair
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For all our dining chairs, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Verona
dining 
chair

Valencia
dining 
chair
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Bring style and comfort to your garden with our 
twisted loom chairs. Twisted loom consists of a 
strong plastic thread with a hollow interior and 
is woven entirely by hand. It is strong, easy to 
maintain and also weather and UV resistant. 
The ultimate combination between quality 
and comfort.

Twisted loom dining chairs

Moa
dining 
chair
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For all our dining chairs, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Axo
dining 
chair
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Bring out the comfort of a dining chair with our 
upholstery chairs. These chairs are upholstered 
in a Soltex or All weather fabric, which ensures 
a comfortable seating. This material is also 
water-repellent, meaning it can withstand a 
rain shower.

Upholstery dining chairs

Blixum
dining 
chair
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For all our dining chairs, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Caribean
dining 
chair

Sense
dining 
chair
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The shell chairs in our collection are perfect for 
mixing and matching. In fact, these chairs are 
available with different shells and frames. The 
possibilities are endless!

Shell dining chairs

Utah
dining 
chair
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For all our dining chairs, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Denver
dining 
chair
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Lava

Aluminium StackableTeak

Robust

Create an inviting focal point in your outdoor 
space with the Tondo dining table. The teak top 
and elegant rounded corners give this table a 
warm look. 

Tondo dining

96



Whether dining, having drinks or relaxing 
outdoors, the Tondo table offers a 
combination of style and functionality. The 
rounded corners make it extra comfortable 
to sit at the head of the table. The teak adds a 
natural and timeless charm to your outdoor 
environment. With high-quality materials 
and a contemporary design, the Tondo 
dining table is a perfect addition to your 
outdoor living space. Upgrade your patio 
with this beautiful dining table and enjoy the 
best moments outdoors together! 

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Thanks to the 
friendly round 

shape of the top, 
you and your 

guests sit more 
facing each other 

at table.
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Discover the Cordoba dining table from Life 
Outdoor Living. With a contemporary design, 
crafted from aluminium and grey ceramic, this 
table brings together style and durability. 

Cordoba dining

Lava

Aluminium Ceramic

Concrete look

Stackable98



The rounded corners add a touch of softness 
to the sleek design. Whether you’re dining, 
having drinks or relaxing outside, this dining 
table offers a chic and functional setting. 
The grey ceramic top adds a modern and 
luxurious look to your outdoor space. With 
high-quality materials and a thoughtful 
design, the Cordoba dining table is a timeless 
choice.

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

The Cordoba 
dining table 

has an elegant, 
minimalistic and 

organic look.
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Discover the perfect combination of elegance 
and warm ambiance with our Texas Cross 
dining table with beautiful crossed-leg base. 

Cross dining

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Robust
Mix & 

Match
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The contemporary design of with the 
aluminium crossed-leg base and warm 
teak top in robust brown make this table 
ideal for lovers of modern design and rustic 
charm. Whether you are dining outside or 
simply enjoying the outdoors, this dining 
table provides a cosy and stylish setting. The 
aluminium and teak create a harmonious 
combination that suits all kinds of outdoor 
environments. With durable materials and 
a timeless design, the Texas dining table is 
perfect for enjoyable gatherings. Conviviality 
guaranteed!

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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Enjoy modern elegance in your garden with 
the Palma dining table. The aluminium base 
and durable sintered stone table top give the 
Palma a modern look and long life. 

Palma dining

Lava

Aluminium Sintered
stone

Black

Stackable102



Sintered stone is an advanced material made 
of natural minerals, compressed and heated 
under high pressure. This makes it strong, 
scratch resistant and suitable for all-weather 
conditions. Whether you are dining, having drinks 
or relaxing, this dining table provides a stylish and 
practical place. With high-quality materials and 
a contemporary design, this Palma dining table 
is the perfect choice for any modern outdoor 
space. 

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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Discover the perfect blend of style and 
functionality with our Concept dining table. 
The sleek aluminium frame gives your garden 
a modern look and is weather-resistant, so it 
will stay beautiful for a long time. 

Concept dining

Beige

Aluminium StackableTeak

Robust
Mix & 

Match
104



The strong top is ideal for dinners together 
outside. The beautiful color combinations 
in the design fit effortlessly into any outdoor 
setting, whether a city garden or a country 
patio. Turn your outdoor space into a chic 
dining area with our stylish Concept dining 
table. 

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

The Concept dining table is 
a timeless table which can 
be matched with every chair 

within our collection. 
A true Mix & Match table!
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Upgrade your outdoor living with the Mixx 
dining table, where functionality and striking 
design come together in a beautiful piece of 
garden furniture.

Mixx dining

Lava

Aluminium StackableTeak

Robust
Mix & 

Match
106



Let your outdoor space shine with the Mixx 
dining table. The contemporary aluminium 
frame and striking top in different colors and 
materials make this table an eye-catcher for 
lovers of modern elegance. Whether hosting 
guests or enjoying a quiet meal alone, this 
table offers a generous and stylish setting. 
With different sizes, this table is perfect for all 
kinds of moments of socialising. 

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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With various sizes, this table is ideal for all 
kinds of entertaining gatherings. Upgrade your 
outdoor living with the stylish Alvaro dining 
table! 

Alvaro dining

Lava

Aluminium Mix & 
Match

Ceramic

Concrete look
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Discover our Alvaro dining table. With a 
contemporary aluminium frame and a 
beautiful table top, this table is the perfect 
addition for lovers of modern style and 
natural warmth. Whether dining al fresco or 
just relaxing, this table offers a spacious and 
sophisticated setting.

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Because our 
Alvaro tables are 
a bit larger, your 

dining chairs can 
stand further 

apart.
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The Stelvio dining set is an impressive addition 
to any outdoor space. With its imposing Stelvio 
dining table, featuring a thick ceramic top, this 
set exudes character and durability. 

Stelvio dining

Lava

Aluminium Ceramic

Concrete look

Stackable

Thanks to the thick 
Ceramic table top, 
the Stelvio dining 
table is a sturdy 

asset for your 
garden.
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The sturdy frame strikes the perfect balance 
between strength and elegance. Whether 
for intimate dinners with family or festive 
gatherings with friends, this set is the ideal 
centerpiece of your outdoor experience. 
Choose style, choose comfort, choose the 
Stelvio dining set.

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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Create an atmospheric outdoor environment 
with this stylish dining table, where simplicity 
meets sophistication.

Nester dining

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Robust

Stackable112



Discover the simple yet stylish Nester dining 
table. The beautiful table top is made of teak, 
with an attractive cross pattern. This table 
not only adds a functional element to your 
outdoor space, but also exudes timeless 
class. With a durable aluminium frame and 
a warm teak top in robust brown, the Nester 
is perfect for cosy dinners and relaxing 
moments in the garden. 

Voor alle tuintables and dining chairen, bekijk het collectieoverzicht achter in de brochureFor all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

The beautiful cross 
pattern of the 
Nester table gives 
this dining table an 

unique look.
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With its durable materials and timeless design, 
the Nevada dining table is ideal for all outdoor 
activities. 

Nevada dining

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Robust
Mix & 

Match
114



Let your outdoor space shine with the 
Nevada dining table. The thick, robust teak 
table top in warm brown, combined with the 
contemporary aluminium frame, makes this 
table an unmissable element for lovers of 
sturdy and robust design. Whether dining al 
fresco or just relaxing, this dining table offers 
a sturdy and stylish setting. The thick, robust 
table top exudes character and invites 
socialising with friends or family. 

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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Discover the perfect combination of elegance 
and warmth with our Texas dining table. Its 
contemporary design, aluminium frame and 
teak top make this table ideal for lovers of 
modern design and rustic charm. 

Texas dining

White

Aluminium Teak

Robust
Mix & 

Match
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For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Whether you dine outside or simply enjoy 
the outdoors, this dining table offers a cosy 
and stylish setting. The aluminium and teak 
form a harmonious duo that suits all kinds of 
outdoor settings. With durable materials and 
a timeless design, the Texas dining table is 
perfect for fine gatherings.

The round Texas 
dining table is 
ideal for small 
outside living 

spaces!
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The Dallas table, with its beautiful teak top and 
unique aluminium detail in the center, is the 
radiant centerpiece for cosy moments and 
delightful dinners in the garden.

Dallas dining

White

Aluminium StackableTeak

Robust
Mix & 

Match
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The generous size of the Dallas dining table 
provides ample space for friends and 
family to gather. The combination of warm 
brown teak and aluminium gives the table a 
timeless look that blends seamlessly with a 
variety of outdoor spaces. Enjoy the durability 
and style that the Dallas dining table brings 
as you create outdoor memories that will last 
a lifetime.

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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Enjoy relaxing moments and cosy dinners 
under the sun with this timeless dining table.

Bali dining

Mix & 
Match

Ceramic

Oyster

Teak

Nature
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Let the natural beauty of teak combined with 
the Ceramic table top shine in your outdoor 
space with the Bali dining table. This table, 
made entirely of teak brings a warm and 
organic atmosphere to your garden. Teak 
is known for its durability and natural look, 
which makes the Bali dining table a wonderful 
addition to any outdoor environment. Create 
a peaceful and stylish outdoor space with 
this unique Bali garden table.

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

The Bali dining 
table is a true 

eyecatcher thanks 
to its specially 

designed frame.
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Give your outdoor living space a timeless and 
modern look with our Oslo dining table.

Oslo dining

Lava

Aluminium Mix & 
Match

Ceramic

Concrete look
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The modern design, supported by a sturdy 
aluminium frame and complemented by 
a stylish grey ceramic top, makes this table 
a must-have addition for lovers of modern 
design and durability in the garden. Whether 
dining al fresco or just relaxing, this garden 
table offers a spacious and sophisticated 
setting. The grey ceramic top adds a timeless 
element to your outdoor environment.  

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

The Oslo dining 
table is thanks to 
its round shape 

perfect for a small 
gathering.
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The Primavera garden set offers a perfect 
combination of style and functionality for your 
outdoor living space. 

Primavera dining

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Robust
Mix & 

Match
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For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

With the rugged Primavera garden table, 
fitted with a sturdy top, this set exudes class 
and durability. Whether you are enjoying an 
intimate dinner in the evening sun or hosting 
a social gathering with friends, the Primavera 
dining set guarantees an unforgettable 
outdoor experience. 

The cantilever legs 
give this Primavera 

dining table a 
sturdy, robust look.
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Discover the timeless charm of our Primavera 
dining table. With a contemporary aluminium 
frame and a beautiful table top, this table is the 
perfect addition for lovers of style.

Primavera dining extendable

Lava

Aluminium Ceramic

Concrete look
Extendable Mix & 

Match

Because of the 
extendable table 

top of this Primavera 
dining table, you 

easily create more 
seating options!
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For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

Whether you are dining outside or simply 
enjoying the outdoors, this table offers a cosy 
space and a touch of elegance. The design 
adds a sophisticated touch to every garden. 
With various sizes, this table is ideal for all 
kinds of entertaining gatherings. Upgrade 
your outdoor living with the Primavera dining 
table for guaranteed cosiness. 
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The Lotus picnic set adds a modern touch to 
your outdoor space. This one-piece set exudes 
contemporary class.

Lotus picnic

Lava

Aluminium Mix & 
Match

Ceramic

Concrete look
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The frame is constructed of strong, durable 
and lightweight aluminium, while the table 
top is made of ceramic or teak. As a result, 
the Lotus picnic set combines both style and 
sturdiness. This set guarantees convenience, 
as its high-quality materials make it 
especially easy to maintain. Moreover, the 
Lotus set is suitable to remain outdoors all 
year round. Whether you are enjoying a cosy 
picnic with friends or family, or just want to 
unwind in your own garden, this picnic set 
provides the ideal setting. Experience it for 
yourself and bring this modern masterpiece 
to your outdoor space. 

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

An easy picnic 
set, suitable for 
every outdoor 
living space.
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Cosy dinners with friends or family, a fun 
boardgame or having drinks outdoors: thanks 
to the Arizona picnic set, you’re always facing 
each other to have the most fun conversations.

Arizona picnic

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Grey
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The Arizona picnic set isn’t just extremely 
comfortable, it’s also an original asset for 
your outdoor living space. A picnic set could 
be a fun replacement for a traditional dining 
set if you’re looking for something different! 
This picnic set contains a lava aluminium 
frame and a grey teak table top. The Arizona 
has a timeless appeal which is a perfect fit 
for every outdoor living space.

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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Luxury and comfort on your balcony: that’s 
what the Maya Balcony picnic set offers you. 
This set transforms your outdoor space into a 
haven of relaxation and tranquility.

Maya Balcony

White

Aluminium Teak

Robust
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Whether you’re alone, with your partner, or 
with family, the set offers plenty of comfort. 
Enjoy a good book or a delicious meal; 
anything is possible with this picnic set.

With its modern, timeless design and high-
quality materials, it’s perfect for a city garden 
or balcony. Even if you have a larger garden, 
the Maya Balcony set is highly versatile. You 
can easily extend the tables by placing two 
together, forming a full picnic table. 

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure

This picnic table is 
perfect for small 
city gardens or 

balconies! 
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Enjoy picnics, garden parties and the beautiful 
weather even more with the versatile Maya 
picnic set.

Maya picnic

White

Aluminium Teak

Robust

This picnic table is 
perfect for small 
city gardens or 

balconies! 
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The unique unity between table and seat not 
only provides comfortable seating but also 
saves space. The Maya features a sturdy 
aluminium frame and a robust teak top. 
Thanks to its durable frame, the set not only 
withstands the elements, but also exudes 
contemporary elegance. Whether you are 
enjoying an outdoor meal with friends or just 
relaxing, the Maya picnic set provides a cosy 
and stylish setting. Add functionality and 
modern appeal to your outdoor space with 
this unique picnic set.

For all our dining tables, please check the overview at the back of the brochure
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A bar set adds a touch of cosiness to your outdoor 
space. It’s more than just a piece of furniture; it’s 
the perfect addition for convivial gatherings and 
delightful summer evenings with friends or family. 
Our bar sets are ideal for a relaxed al fresco dinner, 
but they’re also perfectly suited for lively garden 
parties or cosy barbecues. 

Imagine enjoying the morning sun in tranquillity at 
your bar set with a cup of tea or organising a cosy 
lunch for the whole family. At Life, not only do we 
offer complete bar sets in our collection, but you 
can also create your own bar set. This way, you’re 
guaranteed to have a unique bar set in your garden, 
tailored exactly to your taste and style. So, what 
are you waiting for? Let your outdoor area sparkle 
with a personally composed bar set that takes the 
atmosphere in your garden to the next level!

Bar
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The Lyon bar table 
can easily be 

matched with our 
Fitz Roy lounge.

Lava
Aluminium Teak

Nature

The Lyon bar set adds a touch of luxury to 
your outdoor space. The bar table is a real 
showpiece in your garden with its beautiful 
teak top, consisting of wide strips of teak. This 
detail adds a stylish touch to the set. The sturdy 
aluminium frame provides a solid base. The 
Nuna bar chairs not only offer comfortable 
seating, but also have soft and inviting Soltex 
upholstery. Spending hours relaxing at this 
bar table is no problem. Whether it’s a cosy 
get-together with friends or an 
intimate dinner party, the Lyon 
bar set creates the perfect 
setting for special moments 
outdoors. Experience the 
luxury and hospitality this 
set has to offer for yourself.

Lyon bar table.
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For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure

The convenience of storage space in 
the garden that perfectly matches your 
outdoor kitchen. That is the Sevilla trolley. 
The combination of aluminium and wood-
look aluminium makes for a sturdy, robust 
but also modern-looking trolley with all 
modern conveniences. It is easy to move, 
thanks to the wheels, but also stands firmly 
on the ground because the wheels are only 
attached on one side.

Sevilla trolley.
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Lava
Aluminium Teak

Robust

The Nevada bar set is an impressive addition 
to any outdoor space. Thanks to the imposing 
Nevada bar table with a thick and robust teak 
top, this set exudes character and durability. 

The sturdy frame strikes the perfect balance 
between strength and luxury. Whether for 
intimate dinners with family or festive drinks 
with friends, this set is the ideal centerpiece of 
your outdoor experience. 

Nevada bar set.
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For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure
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The contemporary design of the aluminium 
frame and teak top make this table ideal for 
lovers of modern design and rustic charm.

Texas bar table

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Robust
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Discover the perfect combination of elegance 
and warm ambiance with our Texas bar table. 
Whether you are having drinks outside or simply 
enjoying the outdoors, this dining table provides 
a cosy and stylish setting. The aluminium and 
teak create a harmonious combination that suits 
all kinds of outdoor environments. With durable 
materials and a timeless design, the Texas dining 
table is perfect for enjoyable gatherings. 

For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure

Because of the 
round form of the 
Texas bar table, 

you’re always 
facing your friends!
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The modern aluminium frame combined with 
the stylish top makes this bar table an essential 
addition for lovers of contemporary design 
and enduring elegance.

Stelvio bar table

White

Aluminium Ceramic

Concrete look
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Give your indoor or outdoor space a 
contemporary look with our Stelvio bar table. 
Whether you’re serving cocktails or sharing 
a casual meal, this bar table offers a sleek 
and sophisticated setting. The grey ceramic 
top adds a timeless element to your living 
environment. With durable materials and a 
beautiful design, the Stelvio bar table is ideal 
for all kinds of occasions. 

The Stelvio bar 
table is a sturdy, 

modern addition to 
your outdoor living 

space.

For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure
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Discover the perfect combination of elegance 
and warm ambiance with our Texas Cross 
garden table with beautiful crossed-leg base.

Texas Cross bar table

Lava

Aluminium Teak

Grey
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The contemporary design of with the aluminium 
crossed-leg base and teak top make this table 
ideal for lovers of modern design and rustic 
charm. Whether you are dining outside or simply 
enjoying the outdoors, this dining table provides 
a cosy and stylish setting. The aluminium and 
teak create a harmonious combination that suits 
all kinds of outdoor environments.  
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Modern and stylish: that’s the Palma bar 
table from Life Outdoor Living. The lightweight 
aluminium frame and sintered stone top make 
this bar table a stylish choice for lovers of 
contemporary design. 

Palma bar table

Lava
Aluminium Sintered

stone

Black
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For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure

Sintered stone, an advanced material 
made from natural minerals, offers not only 
durability but also a sleek and luxurious 
look. The sintered stone top of the Palma 
bar table resists scratches, stains and all-
weather conditions. Whether you’re enjoying 
a refreshing drink or having a casual get-
together, this bar table offers a chic and 
functional setting. Upgrade your patio with 
this beautiful bar table and enjoy the best 
moments outdoors together! 

The central beam 
of the Palma bar 
table serves as 
a convenient 

footrest and adds 
a modern look.
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The contemporary aluminium frame and 
beautiful table top make this table ideal for 
lovers of modern elegance.

Concept bar table

Lava

Aluminium Ceramic

Concrete look
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Discover the perfect combination of style 
and togetherness with our Concept bar table. 
Whether serving cocktails or sharing a casual 
meal, this table offers a cosy space and a trendy 
look. The design adds a sophisticated touch to 
your outdoor space. With a range of sizes, this bar 
table is perfect for all moments. 

For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure

The Concept 
bar table can be 
combined with 
every bar chair 

and is a timeless 
asset for your 

outdoor space.
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The modern design, supported by a sturdy 
aluminium frame and complemented by a 
stylish ceramic top, makes this table a must-
have addition for lovers of modern design and 
durability in the garden. 

Oslo bar table

Lava

Aluminium Ceramic

Sapphire
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Give your outdoor space a contemporary look 
with the Oslo bar table. Whether dining al fresco 
or just relaxing, this garden table offers a spacious 
and sophisticated setting. The ceramic top adds 
a timeless element to your outdoor environment. 
With durable materials and a timeless design, 
the Oslo bar table is ideal for a variety of outdoor 
activities. 

For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure
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The lightweight aluminium frame with modern 
beams and teak top make this bar an attractive 
choice for lovers of contemporary design and 
natural warmth. 

Fiji bar table

White

Aluminium Teak

Robust
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Transform your outdoor space with the 
Fiji bar table. This bar table is designed for 
relaxing moments in style. Whether enjoying 
refreshing drinks or hosting an informal 
gathering, this bar set offers a spacious and 
trendy setting. The interplay between the 
aluminium and teak creates a harmonious 
atmosphere that is perfect for a variety of 
outdoor spaces. With durable materials and 
a timeless design, the Fiji bar table is ideal for 
enjoyable moments together in the fresh air. 

The Fiji bar table 
can also serve as a 
countertop. There’s 

even space to place 
a fridge under the 

bar.
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Enjoying drinks with friends or family in comfort: 
that’s possible on the Primavera bar chair. 
Thanks to the All Weather material of the seat, 
this bar chair is weatherproof and easy to 
maintain. Maximum enjoyment!

Primavera bar chair

White
Aluminium Soltex Mix & 

Match

Dune
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Thanks to the 
armrests, the 

Primavera barstool 
offers optimal 

comfort with your 
bar set.

For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure
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Lightweight and easy-care. That’s the Denver 
bar chair. With an aluminium frame, this bar 
chair is easy to move and, above all, easy to 
clean. This chair is available in modern white or 
chic lava combined with a black seat.

Denver bar chair

White

Aluminium158



The Denver bar 
chair can easily be 
kept clean because 

it’s made out of 
aluminium.

For all bar tables and bar chairs, please check the overview at the end of the brochure
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Thanks to the pattern of the Utah seat, this bar chair gets 
a rather playful look. A perfect fit for a classic bar table. 
The seating is available in multiple colours and therefore 
you can always create your perfect bar chair.

Utah bar chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Mix & 

Match

Mist Grey
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The light-weight 
Utah bar chair is 
easily moveable.
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Thanks to the comfortable seat of the Nuna bar chair, 
you can enjoy the long summer nights in your outdoor 
living space for hours on end. This bar chair is available 
in multiple stylish colours so you will always have the 
perfect bar chair for your bar set. The Soltex material of 
the seating is water-repellent after all.

Nuna bar chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Mix & 

Match

Olive Green
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Because of the 
multiple colour 

options, the Nuna 
bar chair is a 

perfect fit for every 
bar table.
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The Canada barstool is the perfect barstool for every 
cosy outdoor living area. The robust teak of the seating 
gives this stool its charm. The wood doesn’t splinter and 
is incredibly strong thanks to the natural oils the wood is 
treated with.

Canada barstool

White Robust
Aluminium Teak All weather

Khaki
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The Canada 
barstool can easily 
be matched with 
every bar table in 

our collection.
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Create a sturdy, rural look by matching your bar table 
with our Alaska barstool. This barstool has a seating 
made of teak which gives it its warm appearance.

Alaska barstool

Lava
Aluminium Teak

Robust
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The simplicity of the 
Canada barstool, 
but with a square 

seating.
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The RuCore material of the Vienna bar chair is a new 
addition to our collection for the 2024 season. This 
material is a combination of rope and a rubber core, 
which results in the material drying much faster after 
rain. That’s why this material is ideal for outdoor usage.

Vienna bar chair

Lava
Aluminium Comforma Mix & 

Match

Coral
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The RuCore material 
of the Vienna bar 

chair will dry quickly 
after heavy rain.
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Create a luxurious outdoor living area by combining the 
Verona bar chair with your bar table. This chair will make 
sure you can enjoy sitting outside comfortably for hours 
on end thanks to the comfortable backrest and Soltex 
seating cushion.

Verona bar chair

Lava

Aluminium Soltex

Graphite
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Thanks to its 
shape, the Verona 

bar chair has 
an incredibly 
comfortable 

backrest.
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Is there anything more delightful than enjoying the 
lovely weather in your own garden? Sink into one of 
our sun loungers and let your thoughts drift away 
under the warm embrace of the sun. Designed with 
your utmost comfort in mind, our loungers are the 
perfect spot to unwind. The aluminium frame not only 
makes them easy to maintain, but their adjustability 
also ensures you can always find the perfect position 
to enjoy your outdoor space. 

For those seeking the peak of poolside leisure, we 
recommend our sun loungers with All Weather 
upholstery. This fabric features tiny holes that allow 
water to drain through quickly, ensuring the cushions 
dry promptly. If you prefer a softer, more natural-
looking fabric, then Soltex or Comforma Outdoor are 
ideal choices. These materials are not only easy to 
care for and water-repellent, but they also add a 
touch of luxury to your relaxation experience. Just 
bear in mind that they may take a bit longer to dry 
after a dip in the pool. Perfect for those who love to 
soak up the sun! In summary, transform your garden 
into a haven of comfort and tranquillity with our 
versatile range of loungers. 

Loungers
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The Spring sun lounger has a lightweight 
aluminium frame that is rustproof and easy-
care. The seat is made of high-quality All-
Weather material, making it suitable for year-
round use. 

Spring lounger

White
Aluminium Tiltable174



Also very suitable for poolside use! This 
material is known for its outstanding 
durability and weather resistance. With this 
sun lounger, you are guaranteed comfort and 
convenience, both in use and maintenance. 
Enjoy relaxing moments under the sun in 
style with the Spring sun lounger.
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Lean back to adjust 
the sun lounger 
to your favorite 

position. 
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Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Individual elements

Spring lounger

Spring
320,-
L147x D103 x H42 cm

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/textilene

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava WhiteCarbon Mouse Grey

White

Coral
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The Summer lounger has been crafted with 
your comfort as the top priority, ensuring you 
savor every moment spent outdoors. 

Summer lounger

Beige Beige
Aluminium Soltex Tiltable178



Its lightweight, rust-proof aluminium frame 
is designed for hassle-free maintenance, 
guaranteeing both longevity and 
convenience. The seating, made from 
premium Soltex material with added 
cushioning, is perfect for use throughout the 
year, regardless of the weather. Elegant teak 
accents on the armrests enhance its overall 
charm. Adjust the backrest to your liking and 
indulge in a luxury that’s simply unmatched.
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Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Individual elements

Summer lounger

Summer
299,50
L147x D103 x H42 cm

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/Soltex

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava White BeigeGraphite Mist Grey Beige

Head cushion
29,50

Coral
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The Delta sun lounger offers wonderful comfort 
and style for outdoor relaxation.

Delta lounger

Lava
Aluminium Adjustable 

backrest
MoveableAll weather

Khaki
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Thanks to its 
wheels, this sun 

lounger can easily 
be moved around 
your outdoor living 

area.

Whether lounging by the pool or enjoying 
the sun in your garden, this sun lounger adds 
a touch of luxury to your outdoor space. Lie 
back, relax and let the sun do its work! 

With a sturdy aluminium frame and soft 
cushion, you can relax and enjoy the sun. 
The sun lounger has an adjustable back, so 
you can find the ideal position for relaxation. 
Thanks to the convenient wheels, you can 
easily move the sun lounger to a sunny spot 
in your garden.
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Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Individual elements

Delta lounger

Delta lounger
high
515,-
L202 x D72 x H40 cm

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/textilene

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava WhiteCarbon Mouse Grey

Delta lounger
low
455,-
L200 x D73 x H35 cm

Lines cushion
169,50
Without lines
149,50

Head cushion
29,50

Fitz Roy 
sidetable
249,-
L30x D60 x H42 cm

Beige Khaki

White

Pine Green Azure Blue Coral
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The Anabel lounger adds a touch of luxury to 
your outdoor space.

Anabel lounger

Lava
Aluminium Soltex

Graphite
Adjustable 
backrest

Moveable

The large wheels not 
only provide practical 
convenience but also 
add a playful element 
to the Anabel lounger.
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Its strong aluminium frame and soft cushion offer 
a delightful relaxation spot. With an adjustable 
backrest and foldable armrest, you can 
effortlessly find the perfect position. Thanks to the 
handy wheels, you can easily move the sunbed 
to a sunny spot in your garden. Lie down, relax, 
and let the sun do its magic!
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Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Individual elements

Anabel lounger

Anabel lounger
540,-
L199 x D63 x H35 cm

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/textilene

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava WhiteCarbon Mouse Grey

Multi cushion
149,50

Head cushion
29,50

Easy sidetable
149,-
L40 x D50 x H42 cm

Beige Khaki

White

CoralPine Green Azure Blue
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Transform your outdoor space and enjoy 
relaxed moments in style with the Soho lounger.

Soho lounger

White
Aluminium All weather

Moss green Robust
Teak Adjustable 

backrest
190



The Soho sunbed 
features a pull-out 

table, ensuring your 
drink is always within 

reach.

Embrace comfort and style with the Soho 
lounger. The lightweight, rust-proof aluminium 
frame requires minimal maintenance. The 
seating, made of high-quality All Weather 
material, is suitable for all seasons, perfect 
beside the pool. Adjustable for your ideal 
posture and featuring a handy pull-out table, 
this sunbed offers unparalleled practical 
luxury. 
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Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Individual elements

Soho lounger

Soho lounger
780,-
L200 x D76 x H36 cm

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/teak/textilene

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava WhiteRobust Carbon Robust Mouse Grey

Cushion
Lines  169,50
Without lines
149,50

Head cushion
29,50

White

Pine Green Azure Blue Coral
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The Muro sun lounger offers unparalleled 
luxury and comfort for ultimate relaxation in 
your outdoor space. 

Muro lounger

Beige
Aluminium Soltex

Olive Green
MoveableAdjustable 

backrest

The backrest 
is continuously 

adjustable with a gas 
spring for optimal 

comfort.
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With its extra-wide design and thick cushions, 
this sun lounger invites endless outdoor 
relaxation moments. Whether you want to 
lounge by the pool or just enjoy the sun in 
your garden, the Muro sun lounger ensures 
a wonderful experience. The stylish design 
and high-quality materials make this sun 
lounger not only a pleasure to lie on, but also 
a beautiful, stylish addition to your outdoor 
space. Treat yourself to luxury and ultimate 
comfort, and enjoy sunny days on the Muro 
sun lounger. 
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Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Individual elements

Muro lounger

Muro lounger
800,-
217,5 x B84 x H35 cm

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/teak/textilene

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava White BeigeCarbon Mouse Grey Khaki

Fitz Roy cushion
279,50
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Whether you would like to lounge at the 
poolside or just want to enjoy the sun in your 
garden, the Fitz Roy sun lounger provides a 
lovely experience.

Fitz Roy lounger

Lava
Aluminium Comforma

Basalt
Adjustable 
backrest

Moveable198



The stylish design and the high-
end materials make sure this 
lounger is not only enjoyable to 
relax on but it’s also a beautiful 
addition to your outdoor living 
area.
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The Fitz Roy double lounger is a luxurious, wide 
lounger that provides space for two people for 
ultimate comfort and relaxation.

Fitz Roy double lounger

White

Aluminium Soltex

Mist Grey

Adjustable 
backrest

Moveable200



Enjoy sunshine and 
hot summer days 
together on this 

Fitz Roy double sun 
lounger.

With its thick cushions and double lying 
surface, this lounger invites you to endless 
moments of relaxation. Treat yourself and 
your partner on ultimate comfort and enjoy 
sunny days together on the Fitz Roy lounger.
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Recommended maintenance products
All information can be found in the materials and maintenance booklet

Individual elements

Fitz Roy lounger

Lounger
720,-
L218 x B91 x H39 cm

1 Frame colour
Aluminium/textilene

Cushion colours2

Comforma 

Soltex

All weather

Basalt Steel

Dune

Carbon

GraphiteMist Grey

Khaki

Beige

Moss green

Olive Green

Lava WhiteCarbon Mouse Grey

Double lounger
1425,-
L218 x B170 x H39 cm

Head cushion
29,50

Moon sidetable
159,50
Ø50 x H45 cm

Cushion
279,50

Beige Khaki

White

Blue
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Who doesn’t love to relax with a good book or 
magazine in the garden? And there’s something 
special about enjoying a cup of coffee in a 
comfortable outdoor chair. Our outdoor relaxation 
chairs are designed for ultimate comfort with 
soft cushions, making them perfect for hours of 
relaxation! 

But an outdoor relaxation chair does more than 
just provide comfort; it also adds ambiance to your 
garden. Picture this: a tête-à-tête garden bench or 
a pair of relaxation chairs together with a side table, 
creating a cosy corner where conviviality is key. Or 
perhaps an adjustable relaxation chair would better 
suit your needs, allowing you to choose the ideal 
position for maximum comfort. 

With our outdoor relaxation chairs, your garden 
becomes a place not only for rest and relaxation but 
also a welcoming and stylish area. So, why not take 
advantage of it? Place your relaxation chair outside 
and enjoy the delightful experience of unwinding in 
your own green space! 

Relax chairs
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The Laos relax chair can be combined with 
every lounge set within our collection. Therefore, 
it’s the perfect addition to your outdoor living 
space.

Laos relax chair

White
Aluminium Soltex

Mist Grey
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Bring the ultimate summer feeling to your garden 
with the Laos relax chair! This relax chair is braided 
by hand and is available in the colours white and 
lava with a Mist Grey Soltex cushion included. 
Sitting in the Laos relax chair, you will enjoy every 
minute spent outside in the sun!

Create the true Ibiza 
feeling with the low 
maintenance Laos 

relax chair.
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The sturdy Siësta relax chair is thanks to its 
design the perfect match for every lounge set 
within our collection.

Siësta relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex

Graphite

The braided wicker 
the Siësta relax chair 
has been made of is 
completely weather 

proof.
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The Siësta relax chair is the true chameleon 
of the relax chairs. Not because the chair 
completely blends into its surroundings, but 
because of its design. It matches perfectly 
with every lounge set or garden type. The 
smooth frame and braided detailing fit 
together with modern lounge sets but also 
work perfectly for a snug corner somewhere 
within your outdoor living space. The 
possibilities are endless!
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Thanks to its rounded shapes and detailing, the 
Felix relax chair has an elegant design to it.

Felix relax chair

White
Aluminium Comforma

Steel
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Thanks to the teak 
detailing of the 
Felix relax chair, 

this chair is easily 
matched with our 
Soho lounge sets.

The Felix relax chair is the perfect chair for 
everyone who loves relaxing. The relax chair 
has an aluminium frame and is available 
with several cushion materials and colours. 
Combine the Felix chair with a lounge set or 
put together a cosy little corner within your 
outdoor living area. 
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The Bondi relax chair has an adjustable 
backrest, which means you can lean back 
comfortably and enjoy a good book or relax in 
the sun!

Bondi relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Adjustable 

backrest

Mist Grey
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The Bondi is available as a stand-alone 
recliner or as a cosy tête-à-tête for two. The 
relax chair is adjustable to three positions 
and the backrests of the tête-à-tête can 
be adjusted separately. With comfortable 
cushions, the relax chair offers optimal 
seating comfort. For extra relaxation, you 
can add the Bondi footstool, which is easy 
to combine with different types of garden 
furniture and can also be used as an extra 
seat. In short, ideal for a comfortable and 
cosy outdoor experience!

The back of the 
Bondi relax chair is 
adjustable in three 

different ways.
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Enjoy outdoor living together in our comfortable 
Bondi tête-à-tête! The backrests of this relax 
chair can be adjusted separately. Use the 
armrests between both seats as support or as 
an easy sidetable.

Bondi relax tête-á-tête

White
Aluminium Soltex

Olive Green
Adjustable 
backrest
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The benefits 
of a Bondi 

Relax chair, 
incorporated 

into a cosy 
2-seater.
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Enjoy every minute of sunshine with our Laguna 
relax chair! This chair is made of aluminium, 
which is light-weight and makes this relax 
chair easily moveable. Because of that you 
can always enjoy the last rays of sunshine of 
the day outside in your outdoor living space.

Laguna relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Adjustable 

backrest

Mist Grey
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Apart from the lightweight frame, the Laguna 
relax chair also has a mechanism on the side 
that allows you to adjust the backrest to a 
position completely to your liking! So you can 
relax on a sunny day with the backrest fully 
down or have a nice conversation with family 
with the backrest fully up. An ideal addition to 
your outdoor living space!

The backrest of 
the Laguna relax 

chair is adjustable 
to your heart’s 

content.
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Relax to the fullest in our Montana relax chair! The 
combination of its white aluminium with the robust 
teak details of the chair result in an inviting, luxurious 
appearance.

Montana relax chair

White
Aluminium Soltex Adjustable 

backrest

Beige
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The backrest of 
the Montana relax 
chair is adjustable 

to your heart’s 
content.

The Montana relax chair is not only a 
comfortable chair, but it’s also the finishing 
touch to your garden. Create a nice relaxation 
corner in your garden by combining two relax 
chairs with a sidetable. Enjoy a refreshing 
drink, the sun or a thrilling novel. The backrest 
of this chair is adjustable to your liking so you 
can always experience optimal comfort. The  
comfortable cushion of the Montana chair 
is available in several cushion colours and 
materials and therefore always possible to 
be matched with your outdoor living area.
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The unique Twist relaxation chair adds a touch 
of indoor comfort to your outdoor space. 

Twist relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Rotateable

Mist Grey

The Twist relax 
chair can be 

rotated to a full 
360 degrees.
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The curved backrest and teak 
armrests create an inviting 
atmosphere, making your 
garden as stylish as indoors. With 
360-degree rotation, the chair 
offers versatility, while the built-in 
spring mechanism adds a subtle 
springy feel for ultimate comfort. 
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Enjoy ultimate relaxation in the Medea 
relaxation chair. This fully adjustable chair with 
footrest offers maximum comfort. Adjust the 
position to your liking and embrace an oasis of 
calm. A perfect addition for moments of pure 
relaxation. 

Medea relax chair

Graphite
Soltex Soltex Adjustable

 backrest

Mist Grey
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Give your garden the finihing touch with our 
Maroon relax chair! Thanks to its sloping sitting, 
this chair will provide the ultimate lounging 
feeling.

Maroon relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Rotateable

Mist Grey

The Maroon 
relax chair can 
be rotated to a 
full 360 degrees.
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Thanks to its smooth design, this relax chair 
can be matched with everything within our 
collection. Choose the cushion colour you 
like the most and add a fun Mono footstool 
to complete your ideal relax set.

The frame of the Maroon relax chair is 
made of strong, durable and light-weight 
aluminium and has a round base. Thanks to 
the comfortable cushions, you can spend 
hours on end enjoying the sun in your 
garden. Place this chair in a sunny place in 
your garden or match it with a lounge set for 
the finishing touch.
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Onze Zita relax chair is a comfortable relax 
chair that suits perfectly in every outdoor living 
space thanks to its timeless design provided 
by the slim frame.

Zita relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Teak

Graphite Robust

Thanks to its stainless 
steel frame, the Zita 
relax chair’s seating 

will bend along when 
you lean back.
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What makes the Zita relax chair so special is the 
seating that moves with your movements. That 
way you can lean back comfortably whenever 
you desire to do so! Combine this chair with 
a fun Breeze footstool so you can lean back 
comfortably and enjoy the sun.
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The Legend relax chair is a sturdy addition to 
your garden! This chair is the perfect match for 
your Fitz Roy lounge thanks to the combination 
of aluminium with robust teak.

Legend relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Comforma Teak

Basalt Robust
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The sturdy but more importantly 
comfortable Legend relax chair uses 
the same cushions as our lounge 
sets. Because of this, it’s the perfect 
finishing touch for your lounge set.
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Transform your outdoor space with our Elzas 
relax chair, a true eye-catcher. 

Elzas relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Teak

Graphite Robust
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The trendy rope design 
combines style and comfort, 
with full support from back to 
head. Ideal for relaxing moments 
and enjoying a good book.
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The Moa relax chair offers the ultimate 
combination of quality and comfort. Enjoy 
stylish outdoor seating with this durable and 
easy-care relax chair, where design and 
functionality come together for an optimal 
outdoor experience.

Moa relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Soltex Teak

Beige Robust
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Discover the Moa recliner from Life Outdoor 
Living. The legs, made of lightweight aluminium, 
offer stability, while the armrests are made of 
twisted loom for a contemporary look. Twisted 
loom, a strong plastic thread with a playful twist, 
makes the chair not only easy to maintain but 
also weather and UV resistant. The teak seat 
completes the design of the Moa recliner.  
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With its modern design, the Devi chair offers 
the ultimate sitting experience. A modern 
must-have for comfort and aesthetics.

Devi relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Comforma

Basalt
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The fully adjustable seat and headrest 
ensure comfort, while the soft, thick cushion 
offers delightful relaxation. The innovative 
transparent frame adds a contemporary 
touch, without the usual camouflage of 
cables. Practical and stylish, the removable 
zipped cushion makes maintenance 
effortless. 
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Create your own oasis, complete with a 
refreshing drink and the Lima relax chair.

Lima relax chair

Lava
Aluminium Comforma

Basalt
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Enjoy ultimate relaxation with our Lima relax 
chair, the perfect companion for sunny days. 
Its organic design, featuring the innovative 
RuCore material - a rubber foam core 
encased in water-resistant rope - promises 
not only striking comfort, but also a unique 
aesthetic. 
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Do you need a nice shaded area in the garden or 
on your balcony? Then a beautiful and functional 
parasol is the perfect solution!

Materials such as aluminium ensure a luxurious look 
and high quality. With the handy turning mechanism, 
the floating parasols can be folded in and out. The 
tilting mechanism ensures that you can always 
create shade in the desired spot, even when the 
sun is low. A stick parasol takes up less space and is 
lightweight.

Our parasol cloths are made of polyester, comforma 
or spuncrylic and treated with a protective coating 
to reduce the risk of discolouration.

Parasols
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Allow our Havana parasol to transform your 
outdoor living space into an oasis of relaxation.

Havana parasol

  399,-

Parasol
Havana

Ø 300 cm
Comforma Dune

incl. Havana 
base 38 kg + cover
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Stick parasol
250x250 of Ø300

• Lava / Mist Grey
• Lava / Anthracite
• White / Dune
• Beige / Beige

Comforma

Havana parasol base
38kg

Parasol type:
Size:

Frame + canopy 
combinations:

Canopy:

Base options:

Specifications: Thanks to our large collection of colours 
and sizes, the Havana parasol is the perfect 
addition to your terrace. Whether you’re 
organising a cosy dinner or just want to enjoy 
the fresh air, the Havana parasol doesn’t just 
protect you from the sun but also adds that 
little touch of luxury. Lift up your outdoor living 
experience to the max with the comfort this 
Havana parasol provides.

The Havana 
parasol can be 
fully rotated, but 
also fully tilted.
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With its rotatable design and tiltable frame, 
the Palermo provides versatile sun protection, 
enabling easy adjustment of the desired 
shade angle.

Palermo parasol

  1199,-

Parasol
Palermo

350 x 300 cm
Spuncrylic Mouse Grey

incl. granite base 90 kg, cover 
tiles 60 kg + cover
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Cantilever parasol
250x250, 200x300,
300x300 of 350x300
Lava or white
aluminium
Mouse Grey, Carbon, 
Grey or Taupe

Parasol type:
Size:

Frame options:

Canopy options:

Specifications:
The Palermo cantilever parasol is a perfect 
blend of functionality and elegance. 
Available in various colors and sizes, it allows 
the freedom to find the perfect match for 
your terrace. Whether enjoying a good book 
or a refreshing drink, this cantilever parasol 
adds both functionality and a touch of luxury 
to your outdoor life.

For the full overview of the Palermo 
parasol, please check the following 
few pages.
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Canopy: Taupe 
Spuncrylic 240gr
L250 x D250 cm
L300 x D300 cm
L350 x D300 cm 

Frame: White aluminium
Canopy: Taupe 
Spuncrylic 240gr
L250 x D250 cm 
L300 x D300 cm

Moveable base
Possible for: alle maten

Moveable base
Possible for: 250x250

Necessary for 350x300 
parasol size.

Granite 90kgGranite 72kg Overlay tiles 2x 30kg

Frame: Lava aluminium
Canopy: Mouse Grey 
L250 x D250 cm
L300 x D300 cm 

Frame: White aluminium
Canopy: Mouse Grey Polyester
L250 x D250 cm
L350 x D300 cm 

Frame: Lava aluminium
Canopy: Carbon 
Spuncrylic 240gr
L200 x D300 cm 
L250 x D250 cm 
L300 x D300 cm
L350 x D300 cm 

Frame: Lava aluminium
Canopy: Grey 
Spuncrylic 240gr
L250 x D250 cm 
L300 x D300 cm 
L350 x D300 cm 

1 Possibilities

2 Parasol bases

Palermo parasol

Teak base Aluminium base white, lava of beige
Can be placed over 
90kg base

Can be placed over 
90kg base

Anchoring by means of 
burying
Not possible for: 
350x300

Base
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Make the most of your outdoor living with the 
Jasmine cantilever parasol! 

Jasmijn parasol

  1329,-

Parasol
Jasmijn

300 x 300 cm
Grey Spuncrylic

incl. Meran 
base 120kg + cover
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Cantilever parasol
300x300 and Ø350

Lava, white, beige or wood-look

Comforma
Anthracite, Mist Grey, Beige, 
Olive Green, Moss and Dune
Spuncrylic
Carbon, Grey, Taupe

Meran base 120kg
Palermo base 90kg

Parasol type:
Size:

Frame options:

Canopy options:

Base options:

Specifications: The Jasmijn cantilever parasol is not only a 
beautiful addition to your outdoor space, but 
also incredibly functional. With its rotatable 
and tiltable frame, you can set the ideal 
shade position. Moreover, this parasol comes 
with a convenient protective cover and 
a solid granite parasol base. The wheels 
provided make moving the parasol a breeze. 
So you always enjoy optimal flexibility and 
comfort during sunny days. 

All frame and 
canopy options of 

the Jasmine parasol 
can be mixed and 

matched. This is how 
you put together the 

perfect parasol!

Rotateable Tiltable Moveable Mix &
Match
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Experience ultimate relaxation in your garden, 
protected from the sun, with this practical and 
stylish addition to your outdoor space.

Jamaica parasol

  1999,-

Parasol
Jamaica

350 x 350 cm
Comforma Anthracite

palerma base 90 kg + 60 kg 
cover tiles + cover
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The Jamaica cantilever parasol guarantees 
ultimate flexibility and functionality. This 
parasol is not only rotatable but can also 
be tilted along the frame and sideways, 
allowing easy adjustment of the desired 
shade angle. The Jamaica cantilever parasol 
offers effortless ease of use and stands for 
high-quality. 

Cantilever parasol
350x350

Lava aluminium

Comforma
Anthracite

Palermo base 90kg

Parasol type:
Size:

Frame options:

Canopy 
options:

Base options:

Specifications:

The combination of 
a dark canopy and 
frame makes this 
parasol a perfect 

match for your lava 
garden set.
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The Bahama cantilever parasol offers optimal 
flexibility and functionality.

Bahama parasol

  3029,-

Parasol
Bahama

350 x 350 cm
Comforma Mist Grey

Bahama base 260 kg + cover
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Cantilever parasol
350x350

Lava / Wood-look

Mist Grey Comforma

Bahama base

Parasol type:
Size:

Frame colour:

Canopy colour:

Base options:

Specifications: This parasol is not only rotatable, but it can 
be tilted in line with the frame and sideways, 
allowing you to effortlessly set the desired 
shade angle. Moreover, the parasol comes 
complete with a sturdy granite parasol 
base, making it stable and safe. The Bahama 
parasol has beautiful wood-look ribs that 
spread the cloth. With the Bahama cantilever 
parasol you are assured of high quality and 
ease of use. Enjoy plenty of relaxing moments 
in your garden, sheltered from the sun, thanks 
to this practical and stylish addition to your 
outdoor space.

Thanks to the 
granite parasol 

base, this parasol 
will not blow over 

easily.
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The Nevada cantilever parasol is the ideal 
companion for comfortable and stylish 
outdoor moments.

Nevada parasol

  2669,-

Parasol
Nevada

400 x 400 cm
Spuncrylic Carbon

Nevada base 300 kg + cover
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The Nevada cantilever parasol offers not 
only generous shade, but also an array of 
convenient features. Available in impressive 
sizes, it creates ample shelter on sunny days. 
This stylish parasol also rotates 360 degrees 
and can be tilted in line with the frame as 
well as sideways, allowing you to easily adjust 
the shade direction. The parasol comes with 
a convenient protective cover and a solid 
parasol base for optimum stability. Thanks to 
the wheels in the base, moving this parasol is 
surprisingly easy. 

Cantilever parasol
400x400

Lava, white or beige

Comforma
Anthracite, Mist Grey, Beige, 
Olive Green, Moss and Dune
Spuncrylic
Carbon, Grey, Taupe

Nevada base 300kg

Parasol type:
Size:

Frame options:

Canopy 
options:

Base options:

Specifications:

With its size of 
400x400, the Nevada 

floating parasol is 
the largest parasol is 

our collection.
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Dining chairs

Sling chairs

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 125,-

Bondi footstool
Dimensions

B47 x D48 x H45 cm

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 225,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene
 225-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 185,-

Cushion: High cushion

Bondi dining chair adjustable

Anabel dining chair Anabel footstool

Dimensions

Dimensions Dimensions

B57 x D70 x H107 cm

B63 x D64,5 x H111 cm B53 x D49 x H44 cm

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 100,-

Cushion: High back cushion
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 185,-

Bryce dining chair

High cushion

Dimensions

Dimensions

B57 x D65 x H97 cm

L47 + 70 x W49 x D4 cm

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon
59,50,-

Basalt
59,50,-

Mist Grey
59,50,-

Graphite
59,50,-

Dune
59,50,-

Beige
59,50,-

Olive Green
59,50,-

Steel
59,50,-

Khaki
59,50,-

Moss Green
59,50,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 235,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene
 235,-

Lucy dining chair
Dimensions

L57,5 x D63,5 x H87,5 cm Cushion: Primavera

Azure
59,50,-

Coral
59,50,-

Blue
59,50,-

Pine Green
59,50,-
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 395,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene
 395,-

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene
 395,-

Montana dining chair adjustable - low back

Montana dining cushion

Dimensions

Dimensions

L69 x D72 x H96 cm

L60 + 52 x W56 x D5 cm

Cushion: Montana dining cushion

Specifications: Suitable for Montana dining chair with low back

Excl. cushion

Soltex

Mist Grey
69,50,-

Graphite
69,50,-

Olive Green
69,50,-

Beige
69,50,-

Montana dining chair adjustable - high back
Dimensions

L58 x D72 x H107 cm Cushion: High cushion

Frame: Lava aluminium 
Arm: Robust teak
Seating: Carbon textilene
 400,-

Frame: Lava aluminium 
Arm: Black polywood
Seating: Carbon textilene
 395,-

Frame: White aluminium 
Arm: Robust teak
Seating: Khaki textilene 
 400,-

Frame: Beige aluminium 
Arm: Robust teak
Seating: Khaki textilene
 400,-

Excl. cushion

Dune
69,50,-
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Montana footstool
Dimensions

L60 x D54 x H43 cm Cushion: Primavera footstool cushion

Excl. cushion

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
Cushion: Graphite Soltex
 175,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene
Cushion: Graphite Soltex 
 175,-

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene
Cushion: Graphite Soltex 
 175,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 225,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
 225,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene 
 225,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene 
 225,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Taupe textilene
 225,-

Primavera dining chair - not stackable

Primavera dining chair - stackable

Dimensions

Dimensions

L59 x D55 x H86 cm

L59 x D55 x H86 cm

Cushion: Primavera

Cushion: Primavera

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene
 225,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: White textilene 
 225,-
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Soho dining chair - stackable
Dimensions

L60 x D59 x H86,5 cm Cushion: Primavera

Frame: Lava aluminium 
Arm: Robust teak
Seating: Carbon textilene
 165,-

Frame: Beige aluminium 
Arm: Robust teak
Seating: Khaki textilene
 165,-

Frame: Lava aluminium 
Arm: Black polywood
Seating: Carbon textilene 
 155,-

Frame: White aluminium 
Arm: Robust teak
Seating: Taupe textilene 
 165,-

Frame: White aluminium 
Arm: Grey polywood
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene 
 155,-

Primavera dining cushion
Dimensions

L45 + 45 x D50 x D4 cm

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon
44,50,-

Basalt 
44,50,-

Mist Grey 
44,50,-

Graphite 
44,50,-

Beige 
44,50,-

Olive Green 
44,50,-

Steel 
44,50,-

Khaki 
44,50,-

Moss Green 
44,50,-

Azure 
44,50,-

Blue 
44,50,-

Coral 
44,50,-

Pine Green 
44,50,-

Beige 
44,50,-
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Zita dining chair
Dimensions

L58 x D60 x H87 cm

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene
Arm: Robust teak
 275,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene
Arm: Robust teak
 275,-

Rope chairs

Luna dining chair
Dimensions

L67,5 x D66 x H78 cm

Frame:  Beige aluminium
Wickerwork:  Green/Grey RuCore
Cushion:  Olive Green Soltex
 275,-

Frame:   Lava aluminium
Wickerwork:   Mist Grey RuCore
   175,-

Frame:   White aluminium
Wickerwork:   Mist Grey RuCore
   175,-

Palma dining chair
Dimensions

L62 x D56 x H88,5 cm Specifications: RuCore
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Anthracite rope
 215,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey rope
 215,-

Porto dining chair
Dimensions

L59 x D63 x H87 cm Cushion: Primavera

Valencia dining chair
Dimensions

L58 x D61,5 x H85 cm Cushion: Primavera dining cushion or Primavera bench cushion

Frame: Lava aluminium
Rope: Black
Arm: Grey teak
 225,-

Frame:  White aluminium
Rope:  Grey
Arm:  Grey teak
 225,-

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Rope:  Beige
Arm:  Robust teak
 225,-

Frame:  White aluminium
Rope:  Beige
Arm:  Robust teak
 225,-

Verona dining chair
Dimensions

L64 x D59 x H82,5 cm

Frame: Lava aluminium
Rope: Black
Cushion: Graphite Soltex
 225,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Rope: Black
Cushion: Coral Comforma
 225,-
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Vienna dining chair
Dimensions

L58 x D60 x H87 cm Specifications: RuCore

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene
Wickerwork: Black RuCore
   175,-

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene
Wickerwork: Coral RuCore
   175,-

Frame:  Beige aluminium
Seating:  Khaki textilene
Wickerwork: Beige RuCore
   175,-

Frame:  White aluminium
Seating:  Mouse Grey textilene
Wickerwork: Grey RuCore
   175,-

Twisted loom chairs

Moa dining chair
Dimensions

L65 x D62,5 x H84 cm Cushion: Incl. cushion

Frame:   Lava aluminium
Wicker:   Natural
Cushions:   Beige Soltex
   455,-

Axo dining chair
Dimensions

L57,5 x D64,5 x H77,5 cm Cushion: Axo dining cushion

Frame: Lava aluminium
Wicker: Black twisted loom
 195,-

Frame: White aluminium
Wicker: Beige twisted loom
 195,-

Frame: Beige aluminium
Wicker: Beige twisted loom
 195,-
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Upholstery chairs

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Beige Soltex
 

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Beige Soltex
 

Blixum dining chair
Dimensions

L59 x D62 x H89 cm

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon All weather
 265,- 

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Khaki All weather
 265,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey Soltex
 265,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey Soltex
 265,-

Caribean dining chair
Dimensions

L63,5 x D58 x H85 cm Cushion: Included

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon All weather
 195,-

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Khaki All weather
 195,-

Sense dining chair
Dimensions

L58 x D64 x H89 cm Specifications: Stackable
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Shell chairs

Frame: Robust teak
Seating: Black
 185,-

Club dining chair
Dimensions

L60 x D60 x H80 cm

  
Denver dining chair
Dimensions

L62 x D52 x H85,5 cm Cushion: Denver dining cushion

Frame: Denver frame 175,-
 Lava aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Denver frame 175,-
 Beige aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Dakota frame 165,-
 Lava aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Denver frame 175,-
 White aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Dakota frame 165,-
 White aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Dakota frame  165,-
 Beige aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Denver frame 185,-
 Robust teak
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Denver frame 185,
 Grey teak
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: Denver frame 185,-
 Nature teak
Seating: Mist Grey

Black

Anthracite

White

Taupe

Seating options

All frames can be combined with the seat colours below:

Mist Grey

Olive Green

Moss Green

Coral

Beige
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Denver dining cushion
Dimensions

L46 x D46 x D4 cm

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon
28,50

Basalt
28,50

Mist Grey
28,50

Graphite
28,50

Dune
28,50

Beige
28,50

Olive Green
28,50

Steel
28,50

Khaki
28,50

Moss Green
28,50

  
Utah dining chair
Dimensions

L62 x D52 x H85,5 cm Cushion: Denver dining cushion

Frame: Dakota frame 135,-
 Lava aluminium
Seating: Lava

Frame: Dakota frame 135,-
 Beige aluminium
Seating: Lava

Frame: Denver frame 155,-
 Lava aluminium
Seating: Lava

Frame: Dakota frame 135,-
 White aluminium
Seating: Lava

Frame: Denver frame 155,-
 White aluminium
Seating: Lava

Frame: Denver frame 155,-
 Beige aluminium
Seating: Lava

Frame: Denver frame 165,-
 Robust teak
Seating: Lava

Frame: Denver frame 165,-
 Grey teak
Seating: Lava

Frame: Denver frame 165,-
 Nature teak
Seating: Lava

Black White

Seating options

All frames can be combined with the seat colours below:

Mist Grey Blue

Azure
28,50

Blue
28,50

Coral
28,50

Pine Green
28,50
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Benches

Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Robust teak
 350,-

Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Robust teak

Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Grey teak
 350,-

Frame: Beige aluminium +
 Robust teak

Frame: White aluminium +
 Robust teak
 350,-

Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Robust teak

Frame: White aluminium +
 Grey teak
 350,-

Frame: Beige aluminium +
 Robust teak

Alvaro bench

Legend bench

Mixx bench

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Cushion: Bench cushion

Cushion: Bench cushion

Cushion: Bench cushion

L128 x D40 x H40 cm

L168 x D68 x H86 cm (with arm) 999,-

L128 x D40 x H37 cm

L150 x D68 x H86 cm (without arm) 949,-

Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Robust teak
 350,-

Frame: Beige aluminium +
 Robust teak
 350,-

Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Grey teak
 350,-

Frame: Beige aluminium +
 Grey teak
 350,-

Frame: White aluminium +
 Robust teak
 350,-

Frame: White aluminium +
 Grey teak
 350,-
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Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Robust teak
 650,-

Frame: White aluminium +
 Robust teak
 650,-

Frame: Beige aluminium +
 Robust teak
 650,-

Nevada bench
Dimensions

Cushion: Bench cushionL140 x D40 x H50 cm

Frame: Lava aluminium
 

Frame: White aluminium

Primavera bench
Dimensions

Cushion: Bench cushionL210 x D45 x H40 cm 295,-

L260 x D45 x H40 cm 350,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
 199,-

Frame: White aluminium
 199,-

Primavera kruk
Dimensions

Cushion: Bench cushionL128 x D40 x H40 cm
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Frame: Lava aluminium Frame: White aluminium

Split bench
Dimensions

Cushion: Bench cushionL126 x D40 x H43,5 cm 160,- 

L156 x D40 x H43,5 cm 180,-

L186 x D40 x H43,5 cm 205,-

Bench cushion
Dimensions

L50 x W44 x D2,5 cm

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon
35,-

Basalt
35,-

Mist Grey
35,-

Graphite
35,-

Dune
35,-

Beige
35,-

Olive Green
35,-

Steel
35,-

Khaki
35,-

Moss Green
35,-

Azure
35,-

Blue
35-

Coral
35,-

Pine Green
35,-

Frame: Beige aluminium
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Dining tables

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic
 349,- 

Frame: Nature teak
Table top: Oyster ceramic

Frame: Nature teak
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Alvaro dining table

Bolton dining table

Bali dining table

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Table tops

Table top

Frames

Frames

Frames Table tops

Teak

Ceramic

Aluminium

Aluminium

Teak Teak

Ceramic

Ceramic

L180 x D92 x H75 cm 999,-
L220 x D92 x H75 cm 1179,-
L300 x D110 x H75 cm 1799,-

L70 x D70 x H71,5 cm

Ø150 x H74,5 cm Teak: 1679,- Ceramic: 2229,-
L235 x D110 x H70 cm 2929,-

RobustLava

Lava

Nature Nature*

Concrete look

Concrete look

Concrete look*

GreyWhite

White

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

Oyster

Oyster

* Only possible with the round table
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic
 1399,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak
 2079,-

Concept dining table

Cordoba dining table

Dallas dining table

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Table tops

Table tops

Table tops

Frames

Frames

Frames

Teak

Ceramic

Teak

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Ceramic

Ø90 x H74 cm* 549,-
Ø120 x H74 cm* 729,-
L90 x D90 x H74 cm* 529,-
L140 x D75 x H74 cm* 589,-
L140 x D140 x H74 cm 1199,-

L150 x D90 x H74 cm 699,-
L180 x D90 x H74 cm 799,-
L210 x D90 x H74 cm 949,-
L230 x D100 x H74 cm 1199,-
L260 x D100 x H74 cm 1269,-

L213 x D100 x H75 cm

L247 x D99 x H76 cm

RobustLava

Lava

Lava

White

Beige

Concrete look

Concrete look

Robust

GreyWhite

Beige

* this size is also available with a mixx teak table top

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

Oyster
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Long Island dining table
Dimensions

L170-220 x D90 x H76 cm 1569,-
L170-270 x D90 x H76 cm 1569,-

Table topsFrames

CeramicAluminium

Lava

White

Concrete look

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Mixx dining table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium Ceramic

L180 x D90 x H72,5 cm* 999,-
L220 x D92,5 x H72,5 cm 1179,-
L240 x D110 x H72,5 cm 1499,-
L300 x D110 x H72,5 cm 1799,- RobustLava Concrete look

GreyWhite

Beige

* this size is also available with a nero and oyster ceramic table top

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

Oyster

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak
 1199,-

Nester dining table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium

L150 x D150 x H75,5 cm

Lava

White

Robust
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Frame: White aluminium
Table top: White marble 
 Sintered stone

Palma dining table
Dimensions

L160 x D80 x H75 cm 599,-
L200 x D80 x H75 cm 699,-

Frames + table top

Aluminium + Sintered stone

Lava

White

Black marble

White marble

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Oslo dining table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium Ceramic

Ø60 x H73 cm* 449,-
Ø90 x H73 cm*699,-
Ø120 x H73 cm* 999,-
Ø150 x H73 cm 1799,- Robust **Lava Concrete look **

Grey **White

Beige

* this size is also available with a mixx teak table top
** only available with Ø150 x H73 cm

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

Oyster **

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Nevada dining table
Dimensions

Table topFrames

TeakAluminium

L210 x D70 x H68 cm 1599,-
L240 x D100 x H68 cm 2269,-
L320 x D100 x H69,5 cm 2769,-

RobustLava

White

Beige
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Nero ceramic
 449,-

Preston dining table
Dimensions

Frames + table top

Aluminium + ceramic

L80 x D80 x H79 cm

Lava

White

Nero

Stone Grey

Primavera dining table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium Ceramic

RobustLava Concrete look

GreyWhite

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

OysterFrame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

L180 x D90 x H73 cm 899,-
L210 x D90 x H72,5 cm 1029,-
L260 x D100 x H72,5 cm 1299,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic
 2399,-

Primavera ext. table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium

Ø90 x H72,5 cm
Ø120 x H73 cm
Ø150 x H72,5 cm

Lava

White

Robust

Grey
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Sacada dining table Table topsFrames

CeramicAluminium

Lava Concrete look

White

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Dimensions

L70 x D55 x H73 cm 249,-
L135 x D45 x H73 cm 299,-

Sevilla trolley Table topsFrames

Ceramic + wood-look aluminiumAluminium

Lava Concrete look

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic +
 Wood-look aluminium

Dimensions

L132 x D63 x H90 cm (trolley) 999,-

Wood-look

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Stelvio dining table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

CeramicAluminium

L210 x D70 x H68 cm 1499,-
L240 x D100 x H68 cm 1999,-
L300 x D100 x H73 cm 2699,-

Concrete lookLava

White

Beige
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Texas dining table straight
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

Teak CeramicAluminium

Lava

White

Beige

Robust Concrete look

Sapphire blue

Nero

Grey

L180 x D100 x H75 cm 1799,-
L230 x D100 x H75 cm 1899,-
L280 x D100 x  H75 cm 2169,-

Texas - Oval
L230 x D120 x H69,9 cm (ceramic) 1899,-
L260 x D120 x H69,9 cm (teak) 1729,-

Texas - Semi oval
L260 x D100 x H69,9 cm (ceramic) 2039,-
L260 x D100 x H75 cm (teak) 2029,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak
 1179,-

Tondo dining table
Dimensions

L170 x D105 x H74,3 cm

Table topsFrames

Aluminium

Lava

Teak

Robust

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Texas dining table round
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium

Ø90 x H72,5 cm 899,-
Ø120 x H73 cm 1169,-
Ø150 x H72,5 cm 1299,-

Lava

White

Robust

Grey
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Arizona picnic table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium

Lava Grey

Picnic tables

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Grey teak

L223 x D223 x H71 cm 2799,-
L250 x D183 x H71 cm 2999,-

Maya picnic table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium

Lava

White

Robust

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

L153 x D165 x H76 cm 1819,-
L227 x D165 x H76 cm 2599,-

Balcony:

L200 x D80 x H76 cm 1779,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Lotus picnic table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium Ceramic

L180 x D190 x H77 cm 1199,-
L210 x D192 x H77 cm 1499,-
L260 x D202 x H77 cm 2149,-

RobustLava Concrete look

GreyWhite

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

Oyster
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Bar chairs

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Robust teak

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Black

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Robust teak

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Robust teak

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: White

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Robust teak

Alaska bar chair

Denver bar chair

Canada bar chair

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

L60 x D58 x H108 cm  155,-

L51,5 x D49 x H81 cm 185,-

Ø42 x H67 cm 155,- Cushion: Canada
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey Soltex
Aluminium 235,-
Teak 325,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene

Primavera bar chair
Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

L60 x D58 x H108 cm 255,-
without cushion 200,-

L51,5 x D49 x H81 cm 

L53 x D52 x H61 cm 200,-

Cushion: Primavera

Cushion: Denver

Nuna bar chair

Utah bar chair

Seatings

Seatings

Frames

Frames

All weatherAluminium and teak

Aluminium

Soltex

Carbon

Black

Lava

Lava

Mist Grey

Azure blue

Moss Green

White

White

White

Beige

Nature

Olive Green

DuneGraphite

Mist Grey

Beige
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Rope: Anthracite RuCore

Verona bar chair
Dimensions

L64 x D59 x H103,5 cm 295,- Cushion: Included

Cushion colours

Graphite

Coral

Frame: Lava aluminium
Rope: Black RuCore

Frame: Lava aluminium
Rope: Coral RuCore

Frame: White aluminium
Rope: Grey RuCore

Frame: Beige aluminium
Rope: Beige RuCore

Vienna bar chair
Dimensions

L60 x D58 x H108 cm 300,- Cushion: Included

Vienna dining cushion
Dimensions

Soltex

Coral
45,-

Beige
45,-

Mist Grey
45,-

Dune
45,-

Graphite
45,-

Olive Green
45,-
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Bar tables

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Concept bar table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium Ceramic

L90 x D90 x H96 cm* 569,-
L140 x D75 x H96 cm* 699,-
L150 x D90 x H96 cm 839,-
L210 x D90 x H96 cm 1049,- RobustLava Concrete look

GreyWhite

Beige

* this size is also available with a mixx teak table top

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

Oyster

Fiji bar table

Lyon bar table

Dimensions

Dimensions

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak
 1979,-

Frame: Lava aluminium +
 Nature teak

Frame: White aluminium
Table top: Robust teak
 1979,-

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak
 1429,-

Frame: White aluminium
Table top: Robust teak
 1429,-

L202,5 x D60,5 x H94 cm 
L202,5 x D113 x H94 cm

L200 x D61 x H97 cm 1679,-
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Nevada bar table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium

L210 x D70 x H95 cm 1649,-
L240 x D100 x H95 cm 2399,-

RobustLava

White

Beige

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Oslo bar table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium Ceramic

Ø60 x H96 cm* 449,-
Ø90 x H96 cm* 599,-
Ø120 x H96 cm* 949,-

RobustLava Concrete look

GreyWhite

Beige

* this size is also available with a mixx teak table top

Stone Grey

Sapphire blue

Nero

Sandstone 

Oyster

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Black marble 
 Sintered stone

Palma bar table
Dimensions

L200 x D80 x H94,7 cm 889,-

Frames + table top

Aluminium + Sintered stone

Lava

White

Black marble

White marble
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Concrete look ceramic

Stelvio bar table
Dimensions

Table topFrames

CeramicAluminium

L210 x D70 x H95 cm 1599,-
L240 x D70 x H95 cm 2279,-

Concrete lookLava

White

Beige

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Texas bar table round
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

TeakAluminium

Ø130 x H96 cm 1549,-

Lava

White

Robust

Grey

Frame: Lava aluminium
Table top: Robust teak

Texas bar table
Dimensions

Table topsFrames

Teak CeramicAluminium

Lava

White

Beige

Robust Concrete look

Sapphire blue

Nero

Grey

Texas - Semi oval
L260 x D90 x H89 cm 2129,-
L260 x D100 x H89 cm (ceramic) 2099,-
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Loungers

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Anabel lounger
Dimensions

L201 x D75,5 x H65,5 cm 540,- Cushion: Universal Specifications:     Foldable armrests  
                  Adjustable
           Moveable
           Stackable

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Delta lounger high
Dimensions

L204 x D72,5 x H40 cm 515,- Cushion: Universal Specifications:    Adjustable
          Moveable
        
        

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium

Delta lounger stackable

Fitz Roy lounger

Dimensions

Dimensions

L200,7 x D82,5 x H35 cm 455,-

L218 x D91 x H98 cm 720,-
L218 x D166 x H98 cm (double) 1425,-

Cushion: Universal

Cushion: Excl. Fitz Roy lounger cushion

Specifications:    Adjustable
          Moveable
          Stackable
        
        

Specifications:    Adjustable

Fitz Roy lounger cushion
Dimensions

L199 x B63 cm 279,50

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon

Basalt

Mist Grey Graphite DuneBeige Olive Green

Steel

Khaki Moss Green
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene

Muro lounger

Soho lounger

Dimensions

Dimensions

B217,5 x D84 x H35 cm 800,-

B200,7 x D76,5 x H36 cm 780,-

Cushion: excl. Fitz Roy lounger cushion

Cushion: Universal

Specifications:     Adjustable

Specifications:     Adjustable
          Extendable table
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Splash lounger

Spring lounger

Dimensions

Dimensions

L201 x D64 x H66 cm 275,-

L146,5 x D61 x H102,5 cm 320,-

Cushion: Universal Specifications:     Adjustable
           Moveable

Specifications:     Tiltable

Lounger head cushion
Dimensions

L45 x D25 x H10 cm 29,50

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon

Basalt

Mist Grey Graphite DuneBeige Olive Green

Steel

Khaki Moss Green White

Azure Blue Coral Pine Green
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Graphite Soltex

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey Soltex

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: Beige aluminium
Seating: Beige Soltex

Summer lounger

Vigo lounger

Dimensions

Dimensions

L146,5 x D61 x H102,5 cm 269,50,-

L205 x D81 x H108 cm 360,-

Specifications:     Tiltable

Specifications:     Adjustable
           Moveable
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Bondi footstool
Dimensions

L47 x D64 x H34,5 cm 125,-

Relax chairs

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Mouse Grey textilene

Bondi relax chair
Dimensions

L86 x D66 x H92 cm 275,-
L142 x D86 x H92 cm (Tête-à-tête) 659,-

Cushion: Bondi relax chair cushion

Cushion: Bondi footstool cushion

Specifications:     Adjustable

Bondi footstool cushion
Dimensions

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon

Basalt

Mist Grey Graphite DuneBeige Olive Green

Steel

Khaki Moss Green

Azure Pine GreenBlue Coral

L47 x D64 x H34,5 cm 35,-
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Graphite soltex

Frame:    Lava aluminium
Wickerwork:  Black RuCore
Cushion:    Graphite Soltex

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Frame:  White aluminium
Seating:  Mouse Grey textilene

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Graphite soltex

Devi relax chair

Elzas relax chair

Felix relax chair

Devi footstool
Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

L68,7 x D87,9 x H90 cm 899,-
 L47 x D64 x H34,5 cm 125,-

L94 x D80,1 x H122,8 cm 900,-

L58 x D92 x H88 cm 275,-

L58 x D37,8 x H36,8 cm 270,-Cushion: included Basalt Comforma

Specifications:     Adjustable

Cushion: Bondi relax chair cushion
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Frame:  Lava aluminium
Cushion:  Mist Grey Soltex

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Cushion:  Mist Grey Soltex

Frame:  White aluminium
Cushion:  Mist Grey Soltex

Frame:  White aluminium
Cushion:  Mist Grey Soltex

Laos relax chair

Legend relax chair

Dimensions

Dimensions

L73,5 x D79,5 x H79,5 cm 239,-

L97 x D75 x H75 cm 239,-

Cushion: Included

Cushion: Medium lounge cushions

Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Carbon textilene

Frame: White aluminium
Seating: Khaki textilene

Laguna relax chair
Dimensions

L70 x D94 x H85 cm 509,- Cushion: Bondi relax chair cushion Specifications:     Adjustable (aluminium)

Frames

Aluminium

Lava

White

Nature
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Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Frame:  Lava aluminium + twisted loom
Seating:  Beige soltex

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Upholstery:  Graphite Soltex

Frame:  White aluminium
Seating:  Mouse Grey textilene

Maroon relax chair

Moa relax chair

Medea relax chair

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

L88 x D66,5 x H86 cm 349,-

L88 x D66,5 x H86 cm 740,-

L74 x D87 x H99 cm 900,-

Cushion: Bondi relax chair cushion

Cushion: Included
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Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Montana relax chair Montana footstool
Dimensions Dimensions

L84,5 x D70 x H105 cm  710,- L65,5 x D54 x H45 cm 160,-

Cushion: Bondi footstool cushion

Bondi relax chair cushion
Dimensions

All weather

Comforma

Soltex

Carbon

Basalt

Mist Grey Graphite DuneBeige Olive Green

Steel

Khaki Moss Green

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Wickerwork: Green wicker
Cushion:  Graphite Soltex

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Wickerwork: Black wicker
Cushion:  Graphite Soltex

Siësta relax chair
Dimensions

L77,5 x D83 x H74 cm 349,- Cushion: Included

L84,5 x D70 x H105 cm  120,-

Other frame and seating options:

Beige Khaki

White Khaki
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Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Frame:  Lava aluminium
Seating:  Carbon textilene

Swing

Twist relax chair

Zita relax chair

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

L84,5 x D70 x H105 cm  1300,-

L66 x D89 x H81 cm  549,-

L65,5 x D81,7 x H103,5 cm  335,-

Cushion: Bondi relax chair cushion

Cushion: Bondi relax chair cushion

Cushion: Bondi relax chair cushion
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Upholstery:  Mist Grey Soltex

Upholstery:  Mist Grey Soltex

Upholstery:  Mocca Kucha

Breeze footstool

Donna footstool

Mellow footstool

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

L44 x D45 x H45 cm 129,-

L40 x D80 x H40 cm 229,-

Ø55 x H50 cm 249,-
Ø90 x H42 cm 429,-
L43 x D43 x H45 cm 145,-

Footstools

Upholstery

Upholstery

Upholstery

All weather

Carbon Mist Grey

Mist Grey

Mocca

Olive Green

Olive Green

Khaki Graphite

Graphite

Saffron

Dune

Dune

Moss Green Beige

Beige

Sahara

Soltex

Soltex

Kucha
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Frame: Lava aluminium
Seating: Mist Grey Soltex

Mono footstool
Dimensions

L43 x D43 x H45 cm 299,-

Frame + seating

Aluminium + Soltex

White Mist Grey

Lava Olive Green

Lava Mist Grey
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